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News

Prince Charles shakes hands and has a chat with Rock lifeboat crew
members. Photo: John Beckett Photography

HRH The Duke of Kent stands on the foredeck of Edward Duke of
Windsor pined by Brian Miles, David Acland and the crew. Photo:
Anthony Oliver

N E W S P O I NT

Prince Charles visits Rock
Rock lifeboat station personnel were delighted and honoured to
be visited by HRH The Prince of Wales just four days after their
new boathouse was opened. Prince Charles had shown much
interest in the new lifeboat station when it was planned over
three years ago as it lies on Duchy of Cornwall land.

HRH spent 40 minutes talking to RNLI officers, lifeboat crew
and other volunteers - the atmosphere was very relaxed and the
Prince, not only interested in RNLI matters, spoke to the people
he met about their occupations and activities. It was a most
enjoyable experience for all those involved and a great start to
the new boathouse.

The station would like to thank all those who contributed
money and helped in achieving the target of £150,000 for the
lifeboat and the new boathouse.

The Duke visits HQ
RNLI headquarters in Poole had a very special visitor on 25 June
when HRH The Duke of Kent KG came to sit in on an executive
committee meeting and name a brand new Trent class lifeboat,
Edward Duke of Windsor, after his late uncle.

With almost perfect timing, the rain stopped for the naming
ceremony which was held on the depot quay and attended by
many guests and visitors. RNLI Director, Brian Miles opened
proceedings and handed over to Chairman David Acland who
thanked the generosity of the donors and accepted the lifeboat
on behalf of the Institution.
Funding for the lifeboat came from the bequest of the late

Duchess of Windsor along with other legacies. HRH the Duke of
Windsor was President of the Institution between 1919 and
1936 while he was Prince of Wales.
Following a service of dedication, and a fly-past by Portland

Coastguard helicopter Hotel Lima, HRH named the lifeboat
Edward Duke of
Windsor and took a

This issue marks yet another step forward for The
Lifeboat, being the first ever to appear with full
colour throughout the magazine.

Thanks to advances in printing technology,
and the increasing circulation of The Lifeboat as
the number of RNLI members grows, the move
to full-colour has not only been achieved without
any increase in printing costs, but has actually
enabled us to negotiate a considerable saving in
our print bill!

Supporters sometimes query the cost of dis-
tributing the magazine to each member, and a
number have opted not to receive it on the grounds
of perceived cost. Unfortunately this shows that
the magazine has become a victim of its own
success, as members are comparing the publica-
tion with the commercial magazines they see on
the news-stands with cover prices of well over £2
per issue.

In fact the actual cost of each issue of this full-

colour journal will be in the region of 20 pence,
and even when distribution and postage charges
are added the cost rises to only around 52p -
delivered to your door.

Advertising income reduces this further, and
when the other fundraising material - such as
lottery tickets which would otherwise have to be
posted separately - are taken into account The
Lifeboat \s an extremely economical way for the
RNLI to keep in touch with its supporters and
those who have not yet joined the fold.

We have achieved this by bringing all of the
production of the magazine 'in-house' and pro-
ducing it on the same desk-top publishing equip-
ment needed for other fundraising, operational
and legally required productions. The Institution
also puts the printing and distribution out to
tender at intervals to ensure that you, the mem-
bers, governors and other supporters receive
the RNLI's news at the minimum cost.

short trip afloat.

The Lifeboat

on audio tape
The Lifeboat is also
available on audio tape
in conjunction with Talk-
ing Newspapers.

The audio tape ver-
sion is free, although re-
cipients may wish to
make a donation to cover
the additional costs in-
volved.

To receive The
Lifeboat on a C90
audio tape please

write to:
The Editor,

The Lifeboat, RNLI,
West Quay Road,

Poole, Dorset
BH151HZ.



News
BTp Global Challenge
Challengers return

After 163 days and 11 hours at sea,
Toshiba Wave Warrior finally
returned home, in a superb second
place, after their gruelling challenge.
The crews, including six RNLI crew
members, had sailed nearly 30,000
miles the wrong way' around the
world against the prevailing winds
and tide.

Global Teamwork finished in sixth
place with Nuclear Electric in

seventh. Chris Gaskin, West Kirby; Angela Morris,
Fishguard; Haydon Edwards, Craster; Jack Goldie,
Largs; Elaine Adams, Poole and Richard Tudor,
Pwllheli had all completed their opportunity of a
lifetime. There were many moments to remember,
to cherish and even some to forget! In the Southern Ocean the wind was relentless. There were
gales and storms, followed by even more gales and more storms! Chris broke a rib and Haydon
suffered a compression fracture of his leg and spent much of his time confined below in his bunk.
Even there, he managed to get drenched when he was tucked up in bed! One crew member
described taking part as living in a washing machine, getting washed and spun but never getting
dry. Elaine said the worst parts were absolutely horrendous and she had never been so frightened.
Chris said that the 38 days he spent there felt like three years!

In contrast, the good moments included nights
out on the ocean when all was quiet and they
could see thousands of stars in the clearest sky
in the world. At other times they'd watch the
flying fish and the dolphins swim under the bow
in the moonlight. The beauty of Sydney Harbour
with the opera house and bridge lit up is a sight
Elaine will never forget.

On returning home the crews now appreciate
home comforts even more. The first thing
Haydon wanted to do was to have a bath, 'and
one of the nicest things to do was to use a toilet
that wasn't leaning at 45 degrees!' Seeing the
greenness of the countryside was great after
spending weeks surrounded by blue. Chris also
now appreciates the importance of watching
clouds for any signs of approaching bad weather,
'as you never know when the lifeboat may get
called out!'

The homecoming -
Toshiba Wave Warrior
crosses the finish line in
Southampton at 0339 on
16 July 1997.

Geoff Pack
It is The Lifeboat's sad duty to inform readers
that Geoff Pack, editor of Yachting Monthly and a
member of the RNLI's Public Relations Commit-
tee, died in May after a brave fight against
cancer.

During his time on the committee Geoff was
the source of invaluable advice to the PR depart-
ment and his magazine, always full of news
about the RNLI, has recently carried extensive
editorial support of Offshore membership and a
recent article fully describing the virtues of the
Severn class lifeboat.

Falmouth's Severn named

The lifeboat crew and distinguished guests gather on thepontoon for the naming of The Will. Photo:
Bnan Penning.

Falmouth's new Severn class lifeboat The l/l////was named at a ceremony
attended by several hundred people on 16 July at Falmouth lifeboat station.

The lifeboat was funded by The Will Charitable Trust set up with the
money from a bequest from Mrs Hobbins. Mrs Hobbins and her husband
had a sailing barge, also called The Will and it was the wish of her late
husband and herself to donate a substantial sum of money to the Institution
to provide funds for the Severn class lifeboat.

The naming of the lifeboat was performed by Mrs Julia Redding who had
travelled to Cornwall with her family from Essex. Mrs Redding was the
daughter of Mr Hobbins and step-daughter of Mrs Hobbins. Following the
ceremony, The Will went on a short trip with Mrs Redding, her family and
other distinguished guests on board, followed by a reception for the VIPs.



News
Finnish award for
RNLI Director

Brian Miles, displaying his newly presented award, gives
thanks to the President of Finland and distinguished guests
during his speech.

The President of Finland has awarded RNLI
Director, Brian Miles, with the Cross of Com-
mander of the Order of the Lion of Finland for his
'excellent work to establish and develop good
relations and cooperation between the RNLI and
the Finnish Lifeboat Society.'

The award, presented during the Finnish
Lifeboat Society's centenary celebrations on 24
May, also marks the Society's respectful admira-
tion towards Brian's meritorious work for the
RNLI and International Lifeboat Federation.

Newly appointed
Four new members were appointed to serve on
the RNLI's Committee of Management during its
meeting on 26 June 1997.
• Mr R. Angus Clark CBE - retired after service
with Sainsbury's including service on the main
board as the Director responsible for personnel,
data processing, information systems, office
services and distribution. He lives in Surrey and
has been a member of the RNLI Finance Com-
mittee since 1992.
•The Rt Hon the Earl Howe - farms in Bucking-
hamshire and was Parliamentary Under Secre-
tary of state for Defence from July 1995 until
May 1997. Lord Howe is President of the RNLI
Chilterns branch, and has been a member of the
RNLI's Fundraising Committee since 1995. He
lives in Buckinghamshire and is married with
three daughters and a son.
• Mr John M. McAuley - Managing Director of
leading grain importers in Ireland. Mr McAuley
has been Donaghadee lifeboat station honorary
secretary since May 1987 with previous service
as deputy launching aurthority and administraion
officer. His father also served the the branch as
Chairman and later, President.
•Dr T. John Parker FEng - Executive Group
Chairman of Babcock International Group since
1994 and Chairman and Chief Executive of
Harland and Wolff Holdings from 1983 to 1994.
Dr Parker is President of the Royal Institution of
Naval Architects.

Terry Waite names Harwich lifeboat
On a blindingly brilliant day, with blue skies wiped
clean by a fresh east wind, Albert Brown, the first
Severn class lifeboat to go on station, was named
by one of life's quiet heroes, Terry Waite CBE. With
typical modesty, he passed the kudos of the event
onto the late donor of the lifeboat, Mrs Victoria
Maisie Brown, represented by her two sisters, who
he asked to stand so that they could receive the
acclaim of the crowded quayside. He went on to
describe how Albert escaped from Czechoslovakia,
almost 60 years ago, and was the only survivor from
his family. He met and married Maisie Victoria from
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, changed his name, so that
they became known as the Browns and proceeded
to make his fortune. When he died he expressed a
wish to help the RNLI, and when his wife died,
some years later she honoured that wish. She also
provided for her beloved African grey parrot, who
now lives in some comfort!

Terry Waite went on to explain to all those
standing outside the gates and along the sea wall
that the RNLI was dependent on such public spirited
generosity and that they, if they cared to help the
lifeboat service in some small way in their turn,
could perhaps be sitting inside the guest area, next
time that a lifeboat was named. Having joked about
the miracle of the button on his podium being able
to smash a bottle of champagne on the lifeboat
some 100 feet away, Terry Waite proceeded to
name the lifeboat and roar with laughter as the said

Terry Waite and the crew of Harwich lifeboat. Photo: Orwell Photography

button carried out its work to perfection! The lifeboat surged away from the
quayside with Terry waving joyfully to the crowd who, equally pleased and good
humoured, waved him and their own quiet heroes into the far distance past
huge sprays of water from two gigantic harbour tugs - a glorious and fitting
finale.



News
Trial at
Clovelly
The RNLI is to evaluate
the operation of an
inshore lifeboat at
Clovelly, North Devon,
by placing an Atlantic
21 on station .towards
the end of 1997.

If successful, the
RNLI will re-establish a
permanent lifeboat
station which will
replace the inshore
rescue boat currently
operated by the
Clovelly Lifeboat Trust.

Celebrations at Portree
As one of the newer mem-
bers of the lifeboat family, the
Portree Isle of Skye station,
established in 1991, had
cause for great celebration on
11 June with the naming
ceremony of its first dedi-
cated lifeboat.

The Trent class lifeboat,
Stanley Watson Barker, was
named by The Honourable
Mrs Henry Douglas-Home.
The state-of-the-art vessel
cost £1.175m and was
funded by a generous
bequest from Mr Stanley
Watson Barker together with
legacies of Mrs Eileen Arabian
and Mr Jack R Blaxland.

Budget effects
The government's July budget contained a
measure of major future impact on the RNLI -
the abolition of the non-taxpayer's right to claim
the tax credit on dividends. This represents 25%
of the dividend payment and the annual loss to
the RNLI will be around £1.5m - some £300m to
the charity sector as a whole.

Charities will not bear this loss in full until
2004 as there is a two year period of grace until
April 1999 followed by a five year transitional
period.

Corporate support
opportunities
Since its successful relaunch earlier this year, the
lifeboat lottery has already seen a dramatic
upturn in sales.

Sunworld Sailing Holidays and Peugeot have
already been convinced of the opportunities and
benefits that sponsorship of the lifeboat lottery
will bring to their marketing programmes. After a
decade of working together, Charles Hunter-
Pease managing director of Volvo, has com-
mented, 'Volvo Car UK Limited have worked
with a number of organisations over the years,
but few of these relationships have been as
enduring or as successful as that which we have
enjoyed with the RNLI.'

The benefits to sponsors include their details
printed on 2.3 million tickets which are mailed to
members, exhibition and PR opportunities at
events such as the London Boat Show and
acknowledgement in various RNLI publications.

Corporate supporters interested in finding out
more about this exciting and successful way to
support the RNLI should contact Julia Fish, RNLI
lottery development officer on (01202) 663334.

Prize drive-away
Hopefully supporters should have received their
Winter lifeboat lottery tickets and will be aware
of its fantastic first prize - a Peugeot 306, which
has been kindly sponsored by Peugeot Motor
Company.

If you require tickets, or would like more to
purchase or to sell, please contact Rebekah Rose
at Poole Headquarters or ring her on the lottery
ticket hotline: (01202)663219.

Lifeboats go green?

The world's first motor-sailing lifeboat? It would undoubtedly save
fuel and probably be great fun for the crews, but could it manage the
32-knot service speed?

Sadly, this isn't the latest product of the fertile minds of the Trials
Team but just an unusual camera angle caught by Colin Watson
while Portaferry's Atlantic 75 Blue Peter Vwas out on exercise.



Royal Bank account* that&ave live* at tea
For the Royal National Lifeboat Institution (RNLI)
to be able to continue its valiant and valuable
work saving lives at sea, it needs
to be able to plan ahead when it comes to
fundraising. This is even more obvious when you
consider that an all-weather Trent class lifeboat
costs £1.2 million to build and the smallest
inshore lifeboat costs £11,500.

This is where The Royal Bank of Scotland comes
in. By supporting the RNLI through its affinity
credit card and savings account, the RNLI can be
aided in raising the money it requires to build
new lifeboats.

For every Lifeboats MasterCard opened, the Royal Bank donates £5 to the RNLI, and it makes a
contribution of 25p for every £100 spent on the card. Since the RNLI affinity credit card was launched in
1988, it has raised £800,000 and is well on target to reach the £1 million total by the year 2000.

Our savings account - the Harbour Account - was
launched in |uly 1997 and not only has the Royal Bank
pledged that it will donate to the RNLI 0.25% of the
total balances in all Harbour Accounts on each anniver-
sary of the launch of the account, but if 2,000 accounts
are open at the end of two years the Bank promises that
its total donation will be at least £50,000.

The Harbour Account is a postal based 30 day notice
savings account - with the first class postage paid
by the Royal Bank - and by dealing direct rather
than using the branch network the Bank can offer
competitive rates on the account.

Accounts can be opened with a min imum deposit of £500 and tiered interest rates mean that the greater
the balance, the greater the return. Withdrawals can be made by post without any charge as long as
30 days notice is given. However, if immediate access is required there will be a charge of 50p per £100
withdrawn. Interest is paid annual ly on this account at the end of April. There's even a Harbour Account
telephone helpline for customers with any queries they may have about their account.

With the Lifeboats MasterCard, the £10 fee is waived in the first year of opening the account,
and if at least £2,400 is spent on the card in a year, the following year's fee
will be also be waived. Another excellent incentive is
the 2% refund on balances from other store and credit
cards which are transferred to the MasterCard.

The card offers up to 56 days interest-free credit and
any outstanding balance will be charged at 1.67% per
month, equivalent to 23.2% APR variable. Customers can
also benefit from the added security of having their
photograph and signature laser-etched onto the card.



The MasterCard brings other benefits such as free travel accident insurance, emergency travel

assistance, holiday discounts from Thomas Cook and a free extra card for a partner, family member or
friend. And for a small fee customers can opt for a payment protection plan and can register against

loss or theft.

By having a Lifeboats MasterCard or a Harbour Account customers are getting good value financial

products and the opportunity to help raise money to enable volunteer lifeboat crews to save lives at sea.

If you'd like to help the RNL1 and find out more about the

Lifeboats MasterCard or the Harbour Account, just

complete the coupon below or call the Royal Bank free

on 0800 121 121.
Lifeboats
Roval National Lifeboat Institution

To: The Royal Bank of Scotland pic, PO Box 1727, Premium Accounts Centre, RHU,
FREEPOST, Edinburgh. EH 12 OTW.

I would like further information on:

Lifeboats MasterCard

Name

Harbour Account

Address

Post Code

Telephone No.

(We may call to discuss your enquiry)

Existing Customer Yes / No

y V The Royal Bank
of Scotland

Lifeboats MasterCard is unavailable to persons under 18 years of age. Written quotations are available. Subject to status. Cardholder is required to
make monthly payments within 25 days of statement date or at least the minimum amount specified on statement which shall not be less than
5% or £5, whichever is greater, or the full amount if less than £5. The Royal Bank of Scotland is a member of the Deposit Protection Scheme
established under the Banking Act 1987 (as amended). Payments under the Scheme are limited to 90% of a depositor's total deposits subject
to a maximum payment to any one depositor of £18.000 (or ECU 20.000 if greater). Most deposits in sterling and other European Economic Area
currencies and ECU made with offices of the Bank within the European Economic Area are covered. Further details are available on request from any
branch of the Bank.

The Royal Bank of Scotland pic Registered Office: 36 St Andrew Square. Edinburgh EH2 2YB Registered in Scotland No 90312.



News

Reg Dawe names Treaddurr Bay lifeboat Dorothy Selina in memory of his
late wife-

Ceremony shout
The naming ceremony of Trearddur Bay's new Atlantic 75 lifeboat was
scheduled for 27 April 1997 giving ample time for preparatory work, with
activities reaching fever pitch during the preceding week. Determined that the
weekend prior to the ceremony was to be spent cleaning and polishing, the
crew and committee mucked in, removing every grain of sand, polishing
every inch of paint work, checking all the equipment and coiling all the ropes.
By Saturday, everything was in pristine condition and volunteers stepped back
to admire their work and then it happened - the lifeboat had a shout!

The crew, without a second thought for the spotless lifeboat, launched in
record time. The casualty, a fishing boat with her wheelhouse well ablaze and
an unknown quantity of fuel on board, was soon taken care of and the lifeboat
was re-housed and the spit and polish started again...

The big day attracted a crowd of many hundreds and proceedings were
opened by station chairman, Squadron Leader Chris Taylor MBE RAF. Following
a description of the new lifeboat, Reg Dawe, the donor of the lifeboat, handed
her over to the RNLI. Michael Vlasto, then the Institution's sea safety liaison
officer handed the lifeboat into the care of Trearddur Bay station. After a
service of dedication, Reg Dawe named the lifeboat Dorothy Se/ina in
memory of his late wife. Dorothy Selina launched and gave a demonstration
with a helicopter from 22 Squadron RAF Valley for VIPs and the crowd.

CO2! linsetl Commodore Cooper 'sails out' RNLI style.,
(below)...andhands over to Michael Vlasto .

Commodore George
Cooper QBE, former RNLI
chief of operations (CO)
has retired after a 27
year career with the
lifeboat service. He is
succeed by Michael
Vlasto, who became the
Institution's first sea
safety liaison officer in 1994 and established
the first sea safety liaison working group.

When George joined the RNLI, the
headquarters were based in London, and he
was the youngest staff officer. He became
divisional inspector of lifeboats for the west
in 1972 and was appointed chief of opera-
tions in 1988. When interviewed by a local
newspaper he said 1 shall certainly miss the job. It's a great privilege being in contact with the
lifeboat people as the RNLI is like one big family.'

In June George officially handed over to Michael who is now responsible for the operation of the
Institution's 219 lifeboat stations, including analysing the type and number of incidents to which
lifeboats are called so that the future composition of the fleet can be decided.

Kinghorn in kilts!
Kinghorn's new Atlantic 75 lifeboat,
Frederick Robertson, was formally
named by Mrs A G Grimwade of
Chelsea and received into RNLI service
by Mr Andrew Cubie ws, vice convener
of the Scottish lifeboat council and
member of the committee of manage-
ment. The introduction of the new
lifeboat completes the total upgrading of
Kinghorn station which opened its new
boathouse last year.

Despite inclement weather all who
attended thoroughly enjoyed the
occasion, with the crew celebrating in
style by turning out in kilts.

Kinghorn crew and
Mrs Helen
Gnmwade of
Chelsea celebrate
with true Scottish
style.
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Three saved .from
stranded vessel

Wells
East
Division

A service to a fishing vessel in gale force winds, darkness, shallow water and heavy
breaking seas has earned Wells lifeboat station a letter of commendation from the

Institution's Chairman.
On 17 November 1996 the fishing vessel Remus

lost power close to Wells harbour in a gale force
onshore wind and, at 2000, sent up red flares.

She was being driven into heavy breakers on the
west bar and, as the station's Mersey Doris M. Mann
ofAmpthillmade her way out of the harbour Coxswain
Graham Walker could see the heavy breakers to the
west where she lay.

Easing back to negotiate the mass of confused
seas the lifeboat crossed the bar, clearing the shallow
water to gain enough room to turn to the west.

Graham Walker realised that the only way in to
Remus was across the western end of the bar,
coming back to her on an easterly heading.

Caution
Reaching a safe place to re-cross the bar the

coxswain turned south through the heavy breaking
seas and then ran back inside it. Great caution was
needed in the very shallow water, beam-on to the
seas which were breaking right over the lifeboat.

Remus was aground in the shallows with waves
breaking over her and, as her radio was out of action
Coxswain Walker asked that the station's waterproof
launching tractor go to the scene so that they could
at least communicate with the three men aboard if
the casualty was driven further ashore.

The Mersey came head to sea a few cables away
from Remus but it was very difficult to hold her in
position. When the news came that a helicopter
could not arrive for another 45 minutes Graham said:
'At this point we realised it was up to us'.

Control
The lifeboat moved out to sea a little and, with

seas still breaking over her foredeck, anchored ready
to veer back down towards the fishing boat. With the
anchor holding it was easier to keep the lifeboat
under control - if 'easier' is the right word when
anchored off a lee shore in breaking seas and a full
gale with only 18in of water showing on the echo
sounder.

Attempts to float aline down to Remus had failed,
so the tractor went in as close as possible to shout
to the crew of the casualty to keep clear while a line
was fired from the lifeboat. The rocket line was
perfectly judged, landing upwind of the casualty so
that the lifeboatmen on shore could ease it down
wind until the survivors hauled it aboard.

Lifeboat crew members ashore then waded to

the casualty, took off one survivor and helped
secure the tow line. The lifeboat was now faced
with the problem of retrieving the anchor. It could
not be buoyed and slipped as the Mersey would
not be be able to avoid the warp as she moved off,
so it had to be recovered.

With waves breaking over the foredeck the
crew carefully retrieved the anchor cable as the
tow was slackened and Coxswain Walker took
the weight of the tow - holding the casualty in
position for about 15 minutes while the flooding
tide refloated her.

Coxswain Walker wasn't certain of the depth
over the higher West Sands which lay across the
most direct route to the harbour, so he had to
creep along inside the bar, beam-on to the
breakers, to find a suitable point to cross it.

'I remembered watching the flood many times
from the boathouse,' said Graham later, 'and
there always appeared to be a low point in the
west bar, if only I could find it.'

Beam-ends
And find it he did, spotting the tell-tale grey

area in the dark and moving cautiously through it,
with less than 1 Sin showing on the echo sounder.

Heading seaward brought no respite from the
breakers, so lifeboat and tow turned across the
seas towards the channel entrance buoy, heading
up into the biggest of the breakers.

Almost inevitably a larger than usual sea reared
up, throwing the lifeboat completely on her beam
ends. Moments later the same happened to the
casualty - her mast head light touching the water
and the lifeboat crew fearing she would not
recover.

Choosing their moment the lifeboat began the
run in to the harbour, with the Second
Coxswain shouting when to ease off (

and when to open up to minimise the
strain on the tow in the large seas.

Even then the dramas weren't over,
for the weight on the line pulled out
the casualty 's sampson post.
Fortunately the line was also secured
to the stem head, so the tow could
continue and Remus was eventually
put safely alongside in the harbour at
2215.

(above) Coxswain Graham
Walker pictured during the
naming ceremony of the
station's Mersey Doris M.
Mann of Ampthill, seen
below on trials.
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New birth for Oban lifeboat!
Oban's new Trent had been on service for less than three
weeks when her services were first officially recognised - by
the naming of a baby!

The Trent, Mora Edith Macdonald, received
her 'award' as a result of a service on 5 August
1997, when the station received a call at 0455
from the Coastguard asking the lifeboat to transfer
an expectant mother from the Isle of Mull to
Oban.

The lifeboat embarked a midwife and incubator
and went to sea at 0536, in calm conditions, to
make an 0615 rendezvous with an ambulance at
Craigmure. On the way she received another
message: wait at Craigmure for further
instructions.

The patient's labour was well advanced and
the doctor was at first undecided on the best
course of action, but by 0800 the patient was
safely aboard the lifeboat and bound for Oban.
Mora Edith Macdonald went alongside her berth
a little under half-an-hour later, ready to transfer
the lady to a waiting ambulance.

It wasn't to be, however. The travelling midwife
had decided that labour was too advanced to put
the patient ashore -and so at 0901 the Oban crew
had the first birth aboard their lifeboats!

The crew were delighted to have been of help,

Oban
Scotland
Division

summed up by the honorary secretary in the final
paragraph of his return of service to headquarters:

'A memorable first for
Oban lifeboat crew - the
excitement of the birth of
Hazel Beth Mora Banner
will long be remembered.
It was pleasing for us all
that the name Mora was
included.'

Douglas
North Division

All in a lather at Douglas...

It may have been a fairly straightforward
service but there were some interesting

sidelines. In the words of Captain Cowell, the
station's honorary secretary at Douglas in the
Isle of Man:
'At 1055 on Sunday 1 June the lifeboat, having
been refuelled, was covered in soap ready to
be washed down when I overheard a
conversation between Harbour Control, an
unidentified yacht and Liverpool MRSC which
indicated that there was a serious incident
potential. Immediately all washing operations

were suspended

The Third Coxswain of
the by now soap-free
Douglas lifeboat Sir
William Hillary is put
aboard Martlet fo
connect the tow.

and the boat
restored to sea
going condition.

'At 1100
Liverpool MRSC
telephoned
requesting
immediate launch
to assist a yacht
which, having just
left Douglas
harbour, lost
power before
clearing the

headland and was being
swept by wind and tide on to the rocks
underneath the lighthouse.

'At 1103 Sir William Hillary left the slipway
looking for all the world like a giant shaving brush
as, leaving the slip hook, she gathered speed and
a froth of soapy foam blew back from her
upperworks. As the hull entered the water the sea
surface frothed with soapy residue at the base of
the slip and she left behind a trail of buckets and
brushes to be collected later from the slipway.

'Rounding the breakwater the 24ft yacht
Martlet with four people on board, was
immediately visible, now 30m from the rocks and
closing fast. The crew seemed to be mesmerised
by the breaking water on the rocks and the jerky
motion in the short steep seas and declined to
leave the safety of the cockpit to connect a tow
line. At 1107 the Third Coxswain was landed
aboard and quickly secured the line - the tow
proceeding at 1109.

'At 1116 lifeboat and casualty under tow
entered the harbour and Martlet was released and
made fast to the yacht pontoon at 1118.

'On the previous service the lifeboat, towing
the casualty Freelance into the inner harbour, had
passed Martlet outward bound...'
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Three savedjrprn cliffsjn joint
rescue effort

Lifeboats, a helicopter and a cliff rescue
team were called in to save three
people who were trapped on steep,

slippery cliffs near Newquay in Cornwall on
26 March 1997.

Falmouth Coastguard raised the alarm at 1553,
responding to a report that people had been seen
waving for help from a cliff face just over a mile to the
east of the lifeboat station.

Newquay's D class took only 11 minutes to
launch and reach the scene, where they found three
surfers who had been washed along the shore,
climbed the cliffs and become trapped on a ledge
40ft above the water.

Despite fog and an 8ft swell -which was breaking
heavily into the tiny cove -the inflatable was able to
find a way in and, while one crew member held the
boat steady, the other two waded ashore to help.

One was able to climb up to the trapped men and
radio for more help. Unfortunately the nearest
helicopter was fog-bound in St Mawgan, but a
Coastguard cliff rescue team had already started to
make its way to the top of the cliff. One Cliff man was
able to descend 180ft, manoeuvre 40ft across an
outcrop, move a boulder to re-direct the rope and
then drop another 20ft to the casualties and the
lifeboatman.

All four were in grave danger of slipping and were
secured to the line. At this point another rescue
helicopter became available, having finished another
task, and flew over to help. Meanwhile another
Cliffman went down to the casualties, and one was
lowered safely down to the lifeboat crew member
waiting below in the heavy breaking seas. He was

Newquay
South Division

transferred to
the safety of the D class
just as the helicopter arrived - having
flown in extremely low using direction
finding equipment as it had difficulty in
finding the exact spot in the fog.

Flying in minimal visibility and about
100ft below the clifftop the helicopter
was able to lift the remaining casualties
to safety but, with fuel low and the
difficult position of the lifeboat in the
cove, could not lift the first man back on
to the cliff.

By now the Cliffman and the two
crew members in the cove were up to ̂ ^
their necks in the heavy surf, holding the lifeboat
steady.

The D class attempted to head out to sea,
being thrown across the cove by a breaker on the
first attempt, but finally managing to break out and
transfer the casualty to the station's Atlantic which
had been waiting offshore.

The Coastguard cliff team were later awarded
the Rescue Shield in recognition of their efforts in
what Newquay Coastguard's Auxiliary-in-Charge
described as: 'the most difficult rescue I have
experienced in 17 years'.

A spokesman for Falmouth Coastguard told
the Western Morning News: 'the helicopter pilot
pulled off a very skilled piece of flying. The lifeboat
crews were risking their lives this afternoon to
save those three people. Conditions were terrible'.

One crew member from
Newquay's D class can be
seen at the edge of the
breakers with one of the
casualties, while another is
pan-way up the cliff
helping a second casualty.
The combined efforts of
the lifeboat, helicopter and
cliff rescue team were
needed to bring the three
men to safety
Photo B. S. White.
Newquay Press Service.
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Crew member overboard and all-weather lifeboat needed to help D class off beach

Lone surfer saved
in_near gale
Eastbourne's D class inflatable saved the life of a surfer

on 21 June 1997 in conditions which swamped the
lifeboat when launching, threw a crew member

overboard and needed the all-weather lifeboat to provide a
hauling-off line after beaching on an exposed shore to get the
man to a waiting ambulance.

Coastguard John Buckland was turning his
Land-Rover around at the end of his watch when
he looked out to sea from force of habit and, quite
by chance, saw the surfer in difficulties. Using his
mobile phone he asked for immediate assistance
at 1352 -and the inshore lifeboat was launched at
1358.

With a Force 7 to 8 wind and a 'dumping'
surf the launch was difficult, and even using the
hauling-off line the D class was filled completely
twice.

Once clear of the surf the inflatable headed
north-east towards the casualty, who was only
about a mile away, as fast as possible in the
following sea. About half-way a sea hit the lifeboat
as crew member Mark Chesel was using the radio
to talk to the coastguard mobile. The boat lurched
to port, throwing him overboard. He was recovered
unharmed, but winded, and the lifeboat continued
towards the surfer.

A few minutes later the lifeboat arrived at
the casualty and took him quickly aboard. He was

wearing only a pair

Eastbourne

Eastbourne
East Division

of shorts and was so
cold that he could not
feel his legs at all.
His condition was
deteriorating rapidly
and, as the
coastguard mobile
had a supply of
blankets and had
been joined by
another lifeboat
crew member who
was a first-aider, the
surfer was landed
close to them at the
nearest available
point. He was taken
ashore and kept
warm until an
ambulance arrived.

With the
casualty safe the
crew returned to the
lifeboat - where it

was clear that they would need some help to re-
position her clear of some groynes and that she
could not be re-launched without some sort of
hauling-off line. The all-weather lifeboat was launched
while four other crew members went by road to
move the inflatable clear of the obstructions.

The station's Mersey, Royal Thames, arrived
at 1431 and was carefully manoeuvred as close to
the lee shore as was safe. With a shore helper in the
water to take the heaving line a tow was successfully
attached and the D class given a helping hand
through the breakers before both boats returned to
station.

The surfer was taken to hospital but released
after treatment having had a very close call.
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Remarkably, the whole service was caught on
camera by Eastbourne's honorary press officer,
Eddie Buckland
(Top, this page) The surfer is snatched to safety,
very cold and frightened...
(above) ... and hauled aboard the lifeboat
(above right) He is landed at the closest point next
to the coastguard mobile and lifeboat first-aider...
(far right, top)... before being taken to hospital by
ambulance.
(far right, bottom) Eastbourne's Mersey, Royal
Thames, manoeuvres in as close as she dares to
pass a heaving line...
... and (near right) pulls the D class through the surf
while the helmsman starts the engine.
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Odds and ends...
Not all lifeboat services make the headlines, or
even the pages of The Lifeboat Many are almost
routine - although these too have a habit of
becoming less so when least expected - and
some have their humorous side.

Browsing through the newsletter of the
Lifeboat Enthusiasts Thames Estuary Research
Group we discovered that there had been a rash
of odd behaviour on the east coast...

• Southend, 11 January 1997. Person wearing
little clothing reported behaving strangely on
Canvey Island Beach. Launched to investigate
with police launch and coastguard mobile. Nothing
found.

• Southend, 26 January 1997. Crew mustered
and proceeded to boathouse following a mobile
phone call from four horseriders lost in thick fog
on the mudflats off East Beach, Shoeburyness.
Managed to find their own way ashore before
Southend and Sheerness lifeboats launched.

• Southend, 5 February 1997. Launched to
assist police and Coastguard who were following
a man walking seawards on the mudflats off
Southend and were concerned for his safety.
Persuaded to return by the shore party before the
lifeboats could get in, the tide being low.

• Clacton, 5 March 1997. Crew members
responded to a call from Clacton Pier watchman
who reported that a woman was attempting to
jump off the pier. They were able to talk the
woman down while their colleagues launched the
Atlantic in case she jumped. The woman was
taken to hospital and later discharged herself,

saying she was going to walk into the sea.
The police could not reach her, so the

Atlantic was called again and pulled her from
the water. All of this happened on a crew
training evening.

• Clacton, 22 March 1997. Shortly before
0300 the police reported to the Coastguard that
a man was wading out to sea on the beach just
below Clacton Hospital and the lifeboat was
called. The crew were advised that the man
might be injured and went prepared to give first
aid. They found the man close inshore in thigh-
deep water and crew members went overboard
to assist him. There was some reluctance on
the part of the casualty to accept assistance so
it was decided to be patient and wait for an
ambulance to arrive. By the time it had arrived
the casualty had agreed to go ashore and he
was handed over to the police and ambulance
staff.

• Few people hearing of the emergency
landing of an aircraft at Manchester Airport
would realise that the incident had called out
two lifeboats...

The aircraft had originally been intending to
come down at Speke airport, so both New
Brighton and West Kirby lifeboats had been
launched in case it came down in the sea.

• Newbiggin lifeboat was called out to a 24ft
fishing boat whose engine had failed. She was
towed safely back to port. Her name? Happy
Returnl
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Every two years the RNLI
throws open its doors at
the Poole Headquarters
and Depot to show how it
goes about backing the
volunteer crews and
fundraisers.
This year the event
was held on Friday
and Saturday the first

i and second of Au-
* gust and more than
7,000 people came to

see the displays and dem-
onstrations.
In a generally unsettled

^ spell of weather the
Open Days managed
to find a window of
warm, gentle days-
with torrential rain
shortly after the
gates closed!

(top) Visitors swarm aboard 17-24,
a new Trent class which was un-named at the

time but which will become Dora Foster McDougall and
be allocated to the relief fleet. Astern of her was the Severn 17-11,

The Whiteheads which will be allocated to St Mary's in the Isles of Scilly.
(above) The righting demonstrations proved as popular as ever - here an
Atlantic regains her composure as the air bag inflates and the crew wait to
board again. And, yes, that is a Mr Blobby floating on the left of the photo,
having been smuggled aboard by the crew he was the first to come out from
under the capsized boat. A closer inspection will reveal a beard and a
microphone - coincidentally trademarks of the amply proportioned commen-
tator. Staff Officer (Training) Hugh Fogarty. It was the last capsize of the
event after all...
(right) Noisy and spectacular - one of the Coastguard's helicopters arrived
each day to give spectators a close-up of transfers to and from an Atlantic
off the depot quay.



(above) Stormy Stan, the Storm Force hero, made
friends with all the youngsters - although from the
look on this little lad's face some weren't quite so
sure...
(top right) A complete Atlantic 'service' was
staged each day. Starting with the launch, seen
here, and taking in the spectacular net recovery
in the DoDo (Drive on Drive off) trolley it finished
with the turning and repositioning of the boat
ready for the next launch.
(middle right) The Inshore Lifeboat Centre
has its own open days on alternate years to
Poole. but they also put on a good display at
the HQ event. This is just a selection of the
bits and pieces they make for the Atlantics
and D class built there.
(lower right) Captain Rowlock and
Unable Seaman Bilge put a humorous
shine on lessons in sensible seaman-
ship - although Captain Rowlock did
seem to spend quite a lot of the time in the water!
(below) When the Southern Model Lifeboat
Society's boats weren't afloat on their special pool
the static displays produced some longing looks...

... and the
staff enjoy them-
selves too! (far left) Becky Rose
from Fundraising Supporter Services and
her friend Jo Paterson sell lottery tickets
while (left) Jon Jones. The Lifeboats
Editorial Assistant dispenses ballooons
between stints on the Information and
Storm Force desks. Jon took a lot of the
pictures on this page too, but he doesn't
get a 'credit' as he works for the RNLI!



Pig Farms,
Cottages...
and Parrots
A legacy is a simple matter to set

up, but sometimes whatthe RNLI
receives is far from simple.
Ray Kipling, the Institution's Deputy
Director, explains

'We're very proud of our new lifeboat. We'll
take good care of her.' The words of a crew
member from Dunmore East would surely have
thrilled the lady whose bequest provided the
boat, Mrs Elizabeth Manners-Clark. The crew
are so pleased with their new Trent and so
grateful to the family who made it possible that
lifeboatman John Golfer painted a wonderful
watercolour of the Elizabeth and Ronald lor
presentation to Mrs Manners-Clark's sister.

Legacies are the biggest single source of
income for the RNLI bringing in almost £40m
last year alone. The largest ever received was a
bequest of £6.5m from Roy Barker of Jersey
which was to be used to set up a fund whose
income would buy new lifeboats. Most are, of
course, much more modest and it is the smaller
legacies of a few hundred or a few thousand

Legacies large or small
can provide a wide
range of vital
equipment, whether it
be a £2.000 GPS
satellite navigator, a
£13,000 electronic
chan system, a bump
cap at £7 (all shown
abovelorad.175.000
Trent class lifeboat
(below/, all play their
pan in helping to save
lives at sea.

pounds which make up the bulk of the 2,500
received each year.

Although leaving money to charity in a will is
very straightforward, some of the RNLI's be-
quests have been far from simple. There have
been gifts of a pig farm, a night club, a caravan
park and a house in Tenerife which was quickly
occupied by Dutch squatters. It took some years
to have them evicted. A box of jewellery in France
mysteriously disappeared but a small holding of
very old South African stock was vigorously
pursued by the executor of a multi-million pound
estate-and yielded £13!

A link with the RNLI's founder, Sir William
Hillary, brought another interesting gift. Dr Cecil
Preston-Hillary was a direct descendant of Sir
William and he and his wife were active RNLI
fundraisers in Nottingham. They later moved to
Hastings and continued their involvement through
the branch there. When Dr Preston-Hillary died,
the RNLI received a medal awarded to Sir Wil-
liam's son and when Mrs Preston-Hillary died, as
well as a very substantial bequest, there was a
portrait of Sir William which now hangs in the
Poole headquarters. There was a specific provi-
sion in the will that the RNLI should only benefit if
it was still an independent organisation.

A whole collection of paintings with some
fine antique furniture were left by Plymouth artist
Sybil Glover. Doris Mann, another active RNLI
fundraiser, gave the RNLI two houses in her
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lifetime and bequeathed 17 more in two Bedford-
shire villages.

So what makes people include the RNLI in
their wills? Obviously many have been supporters
during their lifetimes and wish that support to
continue. Other people may not have been
actively involved with the RNLI but bequests from
Mary Doig, daughter of trawler skipper John Doig;
yachtswoman Susan Hiscock; Lieutenant Com-
mander Hugh Macquarie Stone, whose father was
a North Sea ferry captain, have clear links with the
sea. There is a story, said to be true, that £10,000
was received in a will because of somebody
seeing a flag day collector standing all day in the
rain and admiring their dedication to the lifeboat
cause. A story that certainly is true is that of Frank
Clifford of Stourbridge.

Modest
Frank Clifford was a close personal friend of

a member of the RNLI's Stourbridge Branch who
had organised a talk by Harry Jones, former
coxswain of the Hoylake lifeboat. A long serving
and distinguished lifeboatman, with a bronze
bravery medal, Harry is nonetheless a modest
man and told the stories of his rescues in straight-
forward language. Frank Clifford was so im-
pressed that he decided to change his will. When
he died he left the RNLI £300,000 to help provide
the New Quay lifeboat, Frank and Lena Clifford of
Stourbridge. Harry and Margaret Jones were
among the crowd at the naming ceremony and
had to be prised out, somewhat reluctantly, to
meet the various VIPs present.

Another man who held lifeboat crews in
high regard was Frank Atkinson who built up a
successful business in Nottingham and retired to
the South coast. He was a no-nonsense man who
bought the Atlantic 21 for Lymington and used to
take the crew out for dinner each year, telling
them they could bring their wives or girlfriends -
but not both! The proudest possession of this
wealthy and generous man was the Lymington
lifeboat sweater presented to him by the crew.
When he died the RNLI was in his will.

Perhaps the most private of all RNLI
benefactors was Sir David Robinson. He started
his business life with a bicycle shop and went on

to found Radio Rentals. Sadly, in later life, his
wife became seriously ill and Sir David devoted
his time to her. He used his considerable
fortune to found a Cambridge College, provide
a new hospital wing and, when he heard of the
Penlee lifeboat disaster in 1981, he gave the
money for the replacement lifeboat. The new
Arun was named Mabel Alice in honour of his
wife.

Privacy
Sir David gave another lifeboat in his

lifetime and left enough in his will for two more.
One was named in his memory and is stationed
at The Lizard, the station next to Penlee. His
daughter performed the naming ceremony and
was moved to feel that it had brought her close
to her father who she had not seen for some
years.

Sir David also asked for some help from
the RNLI in preserving his privacy after death.
Because of his wealth and his reclusiveness,
the media wanted to tell the story of the end of
this enigmatic figure. Sir David had already
spoken with RNLI Director Brian Miles about
his plans to be buried at sea and while the
press chased down to Cornwall, expecting him
to be buried from the Penlee lifeboat, Sir David
was being taken out on the Gorleston lifeboat
for a committal carried out by lifeboat inspector
Dick Perks.

For some curious reason, parrots seem to
figure in a number of lifeboat legacy tales. As
well as dealing with Sir David Robinson's
requests, Brian Miles used to visit an elderly
lady donor in Kent. When the lady left the room
to make tea, he was still being talked to by a
parrot, who went on to outlive his owner.
Another parrot had the same good fortune and
his owner, Victoria Brown, not only left enough
money to buy a new lifeboat for Harwich but
also set a sum aside to care for her parrot. The
executor of the will brought photographs to the
lifeboat naming ceremony to show that the
parrot was being properly looked after.

The stories surrounding legacies go back
to the very start of the RNLI. Within a year of
being founded, the RNLI had received a legacy

of £1,000 from John
Henry Hecker of
Finsbury Square,
London. There
followed a lean
period and by 1852, a
turning point in the
RNLI's history when
it was rejuvenated by
the Duke of North-
umberland, only
seven legacies had
been received. The
next 50 years started
the growth which
continued for dec-
ades, the figures for
1900 being 62
legacies in that year,
worth £31,500.

The appeal of
the RNLI then was
much as it is now, if

ILeftl Launching at
New Quay in 1946
This 35ft Liverpool
class lifeboat was built
at a cost of £961 and
named William Cantrell
Ashley, one of five
lifeboats to be
provided out a legacy
of Charles Can Ashley,
of Mentone, in France.
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Pig Farms, Cottages...
and Parrots continued

expressed in rather more flowery terms: The
Institution needs an annual income of at least
£80,000 to maintain its great life-saving fleet;
and the Committee feel assured that it will
never lack it so long as it maintains its boats in
the state of thorough efficiency that they are in
at the present time, and manned as they are on
every emergency by as fearless and noble a
class of men as ever Nelson or Collingwood led
to battle to uphold our country's honour and
glory.'.

The importance of the legacy income at
the turn of the century is evident; it represented
over a third of the RNLI's needs. Today,
legacies provide over half the RNLI's income
but a worrying trend started to develop a few
years ago. While the number of legacies
received has stayed fairly steady, the total value
dropped by 10% from 1992 to 1996. There
could be many reasons for this. There are a lot
more charities asking for legacies than previ-
ously. Property prices, which affect the value of
people's estates, have been unsteady. There is
less state provision for people in old age and
more need to pay for care. Some people were
badly hit by the Lloyds names problems; others
have found that the increasing threshold for
inheritance tax has worked to their and their
family's benefit. It has never been easy to
predict legacy income. Nowadays, it is more
difficult than ever.

Yet here we have the biggest single
source of funds for one of the nation's favourite
charities and an essential emergency service. It
is obvious that the RNLI could not ignore the
worrying signs over the future of legacy
income, even though it has started to pick up
again.

That is why a new legacy campaign was
launched in November 1995. The first rather
alarming point it addressed was that a signifi-
cant number of people have no will and when
they die their property is disposed of under
rules (intestacy) which follow a formula, not
necessarily reflecting the wishes of the de-
ceased. Even in seemingly simple cases, for
example where a husband or wife assumes

MAKING A WILL

If you do not have a will, we strongly recom
mend you make one, whether or not you wish to

include charities. The RNLI has produced a helpful
guide 'Preserving All You Value' which is available
free from John Marshall, Legacy Enquiries Officer
on (01202)663032

• Once you have read it, we strongly recom-
mend the use of a solicitor to help you write the will
in a way that properly reflects all your wishes.
Home-made wills, or those drawn up by people
with no legal training can cause problems.

• Finally, do review your will every few
years or when there is a significant change in your
life or circumstances. Codicils, using a solicitor,
should be a cheap and easy way of keeping your
will up to date.

that all will pass to the surviving partner, complica-
tions can arise. The only sensible answer is to
make a will, and to do it early in life. Solicitors are
the best source of advice and a simple will costs
very little. It can easily be updated to reflect
changed circumstances but if it is not there then
the only legacy to be left is confusion.

The second point of the campaign was to
show how valuable bequests are to the RNLI.
Modern lifeboats and equipment cost a lot of
money and the crews need these tools if they are
to face challenging rescues successfully. It is very
helpful to the RNLI to have an indication of how
many legacies may be in the pipeline, even if they
will not be received for many years. Supporters
who are happy to complete pledge forms provide
useful information to help the RNLI plan ahead.
The pledge does not involve any commitment at
all, as wills can be changed at any time and the
information is, of course, confidential.

The two main types of bequest are de-
scribed as pecuniary and residuary. Pecuniary
bequests are cash amounts written into a will, 'I
give £500...' or 'I give £3,000...' to a person or
organisation. These bequests are simple and most
welcome, but they do have the disadvantage that
the bequest will stay fixed unless changed by a
codicil (an addition to a will to alter it) and will
therefore lose value as they cannot keep up with
inflation.

A residuary bequest, on the other hand, is a
portion of the total value of an estate. Many
people want to leave the bulk of their estate to
their family and choose to add their favourite
charities. An effective way to do this is to slice up
the estate into portions; the actual amounts
received will depend on the value of any property,
investments, savings, pensions and so on at the
time of death. As many of these increase in value
over time, under a residuary bequest all the
beneficiaries will share in that gain.

Here is a startling statistic. The RNLI
receives roughly the same number of each type of
bequest, but residuary bequests provide 90% of
the legacy income. People who wrote a generous
pecuniary bequest into their will some years ago
may not have realised how its real value has
diminished; if only a portion of these were
switched to residuary bequests then all beneficiar-
ies would benefit from the increase in the value of
the estate.

The RNLI is lucky sometimes to receive the
whole of the residue of an estate but more often
the residue is shared, not necessarily in equal
parts, between family, friends and a number of
charities. Another method is to make some
specific pecuniary gifts leaving the residue to be
divided up. Whichever route is chosen, it is
important to think ahead a few years and consider
the effect of the will. To preserve values, the
residuary approach is usually best.

Naturally, the RNLI welcomes all legacies,
whatever sort and large or small - some end up
under £10. They all count towards the important
total, whether they provide a whole lifeboat or a
pair of yellow wellies. Without them, the lifeboat
crews could not do their job. And that is
why they are so grateful to everybody
who remembers the RNLI in their will.
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Preserving all you value
With six out of every ten lifeboat launches made possible by legacies,
the generous people who remember the work of the RNLI in their Will

provide a vital lifeline for the next century.

The people shown
here have been

kind enough to include
a legacy gift to the
RNLI in their Will.

Mr and Mrs Bacon
were among the first
Shoreline members, Mr
Kennedy has supported
the RNLI since he first

all of them, it was
natural to include a
legacy gift to the RNLI
in their Will. Please
consider joining them
today.

Your legacy, however
large or small, wil l
enable the RNLI to
plan ahead and help

sailed in 1927. and Miss
Rampton is one of our
Life Governors. They
are 'ordinary people'
just like you.

Their admiration of
the volunteer lifeboat
crews meant that, for

future lifeboatmen and
women to continue to
save lives at sea.

We have produced a
special booklet and
video tape, presented
by Michael Buerk. It
tells you more about

"I have immense
admiration for the
crews... they deserve
the very best equipment
to help them carry out
the task for which they
so selflessly volunteer"

Miss Rampton, Surrey

"\ have been involved
in yachting since I was
five, so I have been well
aware of the lifeboat
service - and reassured
by the knowledge that
it was there - for a
very long time"

Mr Kennedy, Glasgow

"We admire the dedication
of the lifeboat crews and
their bravery. Since we
have always sailed as a
hobby and are Shoreline
members we naturally
included the RNLI when
making our Will"

Mr & Mrs Bacon, Dorset

how you can help
secure the future of the
lifeboat service and the

I would like to know more:

Please send me a copy of
Preserving All you Value, the
RNLI's guide to Wills and legacies.

H Please send me a copy of your legacy
video. RNLI News.

essential work of our
volunteer lifeboat crews.

For your free copy,
simply fill in the coupon
or telephone John
Marshall, our Legacy
Enquiries Officer, on
01202 663032, quoting
reference LJ7/7.

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms/Olhcr

Address

Postcode

RNLI membership number ui .ipplu-jhk-i

Brunch or Guild YOU belong ID ni'iipplii-ahlci

Please return this form to:
John Marshall. Legacy Enquiries Officer.
RNLI. FREEPOST. West Quay Road.
Poole. Dorset BH 15 1XF.
Thank you.
LJ7/7
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B o o k s h e l f
Lifeboat station histories General interest.,

The Story of the Great
Yarmouth and Gorleston
Lifeboats (new)
The Story of the Exmouth
Lifeboats
(updated 3rd edition)
The Story of the Whitby
Lifeboats
(updated 3rd edition)
all by Jeff Morris
published by the author
The Story of the
Sheringham Lifeboats
(updated 2nd edition)
by Robin and Linda West
published by Jeff Morris
Four volumes in the
popular series of booklets
from the Honorary Archivist
of the Lifeboat Enthusiasts
Society which follow his
normal, comprehensive
format.

The three updated
volumes bring the stations
concerned right up to date
with new boats and recent
services, while the Great
Yarmouth and Gorleston
book is an entirely new
edition to the series.

This too is right up to
date, including not only the
station's new Trent but
also the medal and vellum
winning service to the
German yacht Oll/ne for
which the awards were
only presented in May.

As usual they are all well
illustrated with modern and
contemporary photographs
and provide a valuable
record of the stations and
their work.

The books are available
from the following ad-
dresses -
Great Yarmouth and
Gorleston: Mrs Karen
Smith, c/o Gorleston
Lifeboat Station, Riverside
Road, Gorleston, Norfolk
(£3.50 including p&p)
Exmouth: Brian Coles, 61
Ivydale, Foxes Hollow,
Exmouth, South Devon
EX8 4TA (£3.25 including

p&p)
Sheringham: J. W Burgess
MBE, RNLI Gift Shop, 39
High Street, Sheringham,
Norfolk NR26 80S ((£3.00
including p&p)
Whitby: Peter Thomson
MBE, c/o Whitby Lifeboat
Museum, Pier Road,
Whitby, North Yorkshire
(£3.25 including p&p)

The Dunbar Lifeboat
History
published by Dunbar
Lifeboat Station at £2.50
This 36-page, A4-size book
not only represents a
detailed and interesting
account of lifeboat activity
at this Scottish East Coast
station, but also represents
a valuable fundraising tool.

By selling advertising
space the station has
completely funded the
production of the book, so
that all of the £2.50 pur-
chase price goes straight to
RNLI funds!
The history of Dunbar's

lifeboats stretches back to
1808, coming under the
RNLI's wing in 1864.

After 21 year's service the
first RNLI boat, Wallace,
had saved around a dozen
lives and the station
survived a closure threat in
1886 when the townspeo-
ple raised the £15 needed
to maintain the lifeboat for
a year!

Just as the value of
money has changed so
have the lifeboats. From
December of 1995 Dunbar
has had the 25-knot Trent
class Sir Ronald Pechell BT,
plus an inflatable D class
for inshore services, the
first of which arrived in
1968.
A well documented book,

which will be of great
interest to anyone with an
interest in the area and the
lifeboat station.

My Lifeboat Obsession
by Claud Sharp
published by AMS Educa-
tional Publishing at £3.50"
ISBN 1 86029 065 5
Claud Sharp is the Second
Coxswain of Scarborough
lifeboat - having also served
on the crew at Filey and
Bridlington - and this slim
volume makes compelling
reading.

The most common ques-
tion asked of lifeboatmen is
'Why do you do it?' and it is
this which Claud attempts to
answer in a very modest and
down-to-earth way. The
result is an almost un-put-
downable 54 pages of
reminiscences. Some are
tragic, some are humorous,
some epics, some routine -
but through them all runs the
thread which answers that
basic question.

* AMS Educational Publish-
ing, Woodside Trading Estate,
Low Lane, Horsford, Leeds
LS18 5NY-please add 50p for
post and packing.

A Merchant's Tale
The adventures of a 19th
century Scottish trader
Edited by Jocely Hemming
and Nancy Thurley
published by Merlin Books at
£14.95
ISBN 0 83303 693-7
It was quite common for
those who had travelled
widely in the nineteenth
century to publish a book on
their journeys but this
volume was written by
James Macintyre, a Scottish
trader, mainly for the
author's family, and is only
now reaching a wider
audience - 200 years after
his birth.

The original manuscripts
have been edited by two of
the writer's great-grand-
daughters and they give a
fascinating and perceptive
insight into the world
surrounding an adventurer
whose lifetime spanned the
French Revolution, Trafalgar,
the abolition of slavery and
the accession of Queen
Victoria.

The First Destroyers
by David Lyon
published by Chatham Publishing at £30.00
ISBN 1-86176-005-1
There is no denying that this is a somewhat specialised
book, tracing as it does the history of the very earliest
destroyers from the end of the nineteenth into the beginning
of the twentieth centuries. Undoubtedly extremely well
researched and packed with facts and figures this superbly
illustrated, large-format hardback is mainly for the dedicated
historian or model maker (a large scale set of plans for a
1902 vessel are included) but nonetheless provided this less
dedicated reviewer with some interesting reading and
browsing.

Nelson against Napoleon
Edited by Robert Gardiner
published by Chatham Pictorial at £30.00
ISBN 1-86176-026-4
Another volume from the same publishers as the book
above, and to the same high standard of reproduction and
illustration.

Again a somewhat specialised product, covering a short
period of history in great detail, but once again one which will
also prove interesting to those outside the specialised group
at which it is aimed.
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B o o ks h e If
For the yachtsman

How to Cope with Storms
by D. V. Haeften
published by Adlard Coles Nautical
at £9.99
ISBN 0-7136-4109-6
Any sailor tries to avoid storms, so
why, one might ask, write an entire
168-page book about the subject?
The simple answer is that avoiding

them isn't as easy as you might think,
and anyone who spends any amount of
time at sea will encounter some heavy
weather sooner or later. Reading and
understanding this excellent book
before the inevitable happens should
made the situation a little less terrify-
ing.

Of course the best way to cope with
storms is to avoid them in the first
place - an attitude which is well
covered in the opening chapters of the
book. The first six chapters provide a
concise and lucid description of the
formation and movement of storms
from 'normal' depression gales,
through the troughs which wreaked
havoc in the 1979 Fastnet through to
local thunderstorms. A further chapter
adds detail on tropical cyclones, for
those fortune enough to sail in waters
in which they could occur!

The behaviour of waves and of the
yacht in a seaway come in for consid-
eration as does the suitability of various
types of yacht for dealing with bad
weather.

With the scene set the author moves
on to the real thing - with practical
advice on seeking shelter, the effect on
the crew and how to cope with a storm
if you do have to meet it at sea.
Interestingly there is also a chapter on
an often overlooked aspect, dealing
with a gale in the place it is most often
encountered - in harbour.

All-in-all a highly recommended book.

The books reviewed on these

pages are not available from the

RNLI.

Where the books are available

only from one source an address

will be given, otherwise readers

should contact a good bookseller,

quoting the title, publisher and

ISBN.

Outboard Engines
Maintenance, troubleshooting and
repair
by Edwin R. Sherman
published by Waterline at £17.95
ISBN 1 853109762
With mechanical failure one of the main
reasons for lifeboat services any book
which helps with mechanical aware-
ness and leads to better maintained
engines must be welcomed.

This particular volume speaks with a
slight trans-Atlantic accent (and was
indeed first published in the USA) but
this is of little importance since many
outboards are either manufactured in or
pass through the USA, and most
readers will be familiar with American
terms and able to translate without
hesitation.

Obviously such a book cannot be
specific to any particular engine, but it
does give a very good insight into the
basics of both two-stroke and four-
stroke outboards, how they work, what
is likely to go wrong and how mainte-
nance could prevent the failure.

A very good basic primer which, read
with a particular engine's manual in the
other hand, could save some embar-
rassing moments.

Day Skipper Motor Cruising
by Denise Brehaut and Paul Hay
published by Helmsman Books
at £11.99
ISBN 1-86126-038-5
There seems to be a wealth of books
to help candidates for the RYA's sailing-
orientated certificates, but relatively
few for those seeking to obtain these
qualifications in power driven vessels.

This volume, from the two founders
of a school set up specifically to teach
motor cruising skills, helps to redress
the balance.

The book assumes theoretical
knowledge up to the level of the Day
Skipper Theory - although some
revision is included in the text - and is
intended to prepare readers for the
practical session.

A useful and seemingly comprehen-
sive book from authors who are
obviously experienced in their field.
Perhaps the only criticism being that
some of the photographs and their
captions appear to be 'fillers' and could
have been more informative.

Celestial Navigation for Yachtsmen
by Mary Blewitt
published by Adlard Coles Nautical at
£8.99
ISBN 0-7136-4623-3
The fact that this book has reached its
eleventh edition since its first publica-
tion 47 years ago must confirm that it is
considered virtually the standard work
on the subject.

In these days of satellite navigation
and the electronic revolution many may
ask why celestial navigation should still
have a place aboard a boat - and the
answer of course is that it does not rely
on a steady stream of electrons! One
wave in the wrong place could put
every electronic device aboard out of
action, but a trusty sextant and a set of
tables will survive conditions that
would be the death knell of a GPS
receiver.

The stars and planets still behave as
they did in 1950 and sextants have
changed little. This slim and concise
book is still a good way to find out how
to use them to best advantage.

The European Waterways
A Manual for First Time Users
by Marian Martin
published by Adlard Coles Nautical
at £12.99
ISBN 0-7136-4356-0
A very useful guide to the use of many
European waterways which concen-
trates on the practical aspects (particu-
larly for the newcomer) and not on
specific routes, canals or ports.

Many, in fact probably most, of the
newcomer's questions will be an-
swered in these 168 pages and the
more experienced will also find the
book useful in the wheelhouse as a
reference to the rules, signs and
regulations on the various waterways.

Jolie Brise
A Tall Ship's Tale
by Robin Bryer
published by Adlard Coles Nautical
at £12.99
ISBN 0-7136-4785-X
This tale of one of the most famous
early ocean racers - built as a pilot boat
in 1913 and still going strong today -
was first published as a hardback in
1982. Now available as a paperback
and still fascinating reading.
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The West coast of Ireland saw a dramatic increase in its number of lifeboats over the last
decade-and-a-half - representing the largest number of new stations to be established in such
a short space of time this century. Nicholas Leach, lifeboat enthusiast and member of the
Norfolk and Suffolk Reasearch Group takes a look at one of the most significant develop-
ments in the RNLI's recent history...

covering
the
atUntic

Above: Lough Swilly's
Atlantic 75 lifeboat.
Daisy Aitken in action.

Right: a map showing
Ireland's current west
coast lifeboat stations.
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I n the Winter 1982/3 issue of The Lifeboat.
an article entitled 'Atlantic Watch', by RNLI
Deputy Director, Ray Kipling, featured three

lifeboat stations on the west coast of Ireland -
Arranmore, Galway Bay and Valentia. At the
time, these were the only stations covering the
entire west coast and were described as three
of the remotest stations in the RNLI.

Each was located on an island with enormous
distances between - when called out on
service the distances which these lifeboats
were required to travel were often so great that
a lifeboat could be at sea for days at a time. The
three stations had sizeable areas of the Atlantic
to cover - hundreds of miles - and were all
operating the traditional Barnett lifeboats
capable of only 8 or 9 knots.

Since then there has been a dramatic change
in lifeboat coverage in this area with the
establishment of several new lifeboat stations.
In 1982 discussions took place about the
possibility of opening a new all-weather station
between Arranmore and Galway Bay and in
1988 new inshore lifeboat stations were
established at Clifden in Co Galway and at
Lough Swilly on the north coast of Donegal.

There were further developments in 1989
when the Institution opened a station at
Ballyglass, Co. Mayo for a 12 month evaluation.
Some sixty volunteers came forward and a
shortlist of twenty-four was drawn up, of whom
eight attended crew training at RNLI Headquar-
ters in Poole. The skipper of the local trawler
Veronica, Kevin McHugh, pledged the market
value of one tonne of fish every year for the
next three years to the funds of the station.
Such enthusiasm ensured the station had a
very successful beginning and since then it has
gone from strength to strength.

The relief 54ft Arun class lifeboat City of
Bradford IV was sent to the station in July

1989 and although she did not become opera-
tional until October, she performed her first
service before this. In September, after the
second coxswain heard that a fishing vessel
had fouled her propeller four miles north of the
station, City of Bradford IV was launched. She
soon found the casualty close to rocks in a
Force 5-6 wind, and towed her to safety. The
station is now a very well established and
important link in the chain of west coast lifeboat
stations. Its importance was emphasized in
April 1997 when it was announced that a 17m

ARRANMORE

BALLYGLASS

ClIFOEN

VALENTIA

CASTLETOWHBERC
11 year evaluation)



Severn class lifeboat had been allocated to the
station.

The opening of stations at Clifden and
Ballyglass was just the beginning - once initial
steps had been taken, the situation was
reviewed again during the early 1990s. It was
realised that there was scope for further
improvement and in 1994 a new Atlantic station
was opened at Bundoran to provide inshore
cover for Donegal Bay. There had been a
privately operated inshore rescue boat in
Bundoran for some years, and this was re-
placed by the RNLI's new station. Bundoran is a
busy resort, and the increase in the number of
holiday makers going to Ireland's beautiful west
coast was one of the main reasons for the
establishment of the new ILB station.

In addition to Bundoran there was a need for
another all-weather lifeboat station between
Galway Bay and Valentia, as the number of
vessels using the west coast was expanding.
Fenit, which operated a lifeboat until 1969, was
chosen as the best place from which to operate
the lifeboat. In the Summer of 1994 the station
was re-established operating the 52ft Arun
class lifeboat Ralph and Bonella Farrant. The
lifeboat and her new crew were called upon to
perform their first service even before reaching
her station - while on passage to Fenit from
Poole, in June 1994, the broken down motor
cruiser Mayfly was towed in to Salcombe in a
light wind.

Plans for a further two new inshore lifeboat
stations operating Atlantic rigid inflatables were
announced during 1994, and both became
operational during 1996. The new stations were
at Kilrush, on the mouth of the Shannon, and in
Galway Docks. Galway opened in March 1996
and answered over 20 calls during the first year
of operation.

Most recently, two new further all-weather
lifeboat stations have been opened, the first at
Achill Island. The distance between the lifeboat
stations at Ballyglass and the Aran Islands left a
gap in the RNLI's declared commitment of
cover and so a new station was needed.
Achill's lifeboat, the 44ft Waveney class lifeboat
Helen Turnbull, became operational on 28
August 1996 following the usual period of crew
training. The second was at Castletownbere, a
small harbour town on the southern side of the
Beara Peninsula, which was established during
1997.

The number of lifeboat stations covering
Ireland's Atlantic coast in 1983 has considerably

increased within less than a decade-and-a-half
from the original three all-weather stations.
There are now seven all-weather and five
inshore lifeboat stations to cover the coast.

the. ne.xv suuions
Between the border with Northern Ireland

and Mizen Head in Ireland's south west corner,
eight lifeboat stations have been opened, or
reopened in the ten years between 1986 and
1996. The following is a summary of the new
stations with brief details of each, listed in
geographical order from north to south. These
stations have become a well established and
vital element in rescue cover on the west coast
of Ireland.

louoh svvilly co ooneo.U
A standard D class inflatable was placed here

in 1988 to cover Lough Swilly and the coastline
west of Portrush. The station has been consid-
erably up-graded since being opened and now
operates both Atlantic 75 and D class ILBs. It is
situated at Ned's Point Fort, one of several
Forts built on the banks of Lough Swilly in the
early 19th century, and the main town from
where the crew are drawn is Buncrana. A large
boathouse was completed in 1995 for the
Atlantic and launching tractor.

BunooHAii co done.iiAl
In 1994 an Atlantic 21 lifeboat was sent to

Bundoran and replaced a boat that had been
operated independently for a number of years
by local people. The RNLI built a new lifeboat
house on the site of the house used by this

independent boat. The station's
own lifeboat is an Atlantic 75
rigid-inflatable, Helene, which is
launched by tractor.

BAllVCilASS CO ITtAVO

Ballyglass was the first of the
recent all-weather lifeboat
stations to be established on
the west coast, and now
operates its own 52ft Arun
class, Mabel Williams.

Ballyglass is a fjord-like inlet
opening to the north into Broad
Haven Bay, situated about four
miles north of Belmullet town,
one of the most remote villages
in Ireland. A new crew facility
was built in 1994 close to the
lifeboat's moorings, and an old
C class inflatable is used as the

Above: Bundoran's
Atlantic 75 lifeboat.
Helene, is recovered by
tractor and DoDo trolley
after a launch.

Left: Ballyglass lifeboat,
lies afloat just off the
station's new crew
facility which can be
seen to the left of the
photograph.
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Above: Clifden's D class
lifeboat can launch from
several different sites
using a Land Plover and
trailer for launch and
recovery.

Right: Galway's Atlantic
75 lifeboat is launched
and recovered by an
electric davit adjacent to
the boathouse

boarding boat.
Achill oo m.xyo
This is the newest of the lifeboat stations on

the west coast. It was opened in August 1996
when the Waveney class lifeboat Helen
Turnbull, formerly stationed at Sheerness, was
sent for a 12 month evaluation period. The
lifeboat is moored in Achill Sound near the keep
of a small 15th century tower house on the
Atlantic Drive, just to the south of Kildavnet
pier. The boarding boat is moored off the pier,
and temporary Portacabins are used to store
the crew's gear.

clifoen co C,AI\VAV
The RNLI decided to undertake evaluation

trials with a C Class inflatable at Clifden during
1988. The station was situated at the quayside
on the road to the beach and the ILB launched
from several different sites along the Conne-
mara coast. This is achieved by the use of a
Land Rover and trailer to launch and recover the
lifeboat. Crew members were drawn from a
number of different areas, so as to maximise
knowledge of the coastal area in which the
lifeboat was to operate. The station is to be up-
graded in 1997 to operate an Atlantic and D
class inflatable, once a new boathouse has
been constructed. The Atlantic will launch from
Clifden only, and the D class from any of the
approved launch sites in the locality.

C|.\l\\'.\V CO O A l S V A V

The inshore lifeboat station at Galway based
in the dock area of the city was established in
March 1996. A temporary boathouse and crew
store was placed on the quayside, and an
electric davit was built for launching. A perma-
nent boathouse was built during 1997 adjacent
to the davit for housing the Atlantic 75 that the
station will operate. The lifeboat provides
inshore cover for a large area of Galway Bay,
supplementing the existing Aran Islands station
at Kilronan.

k l ! I J U S l l CO ClARtr.

One of the reasons for the expansion in
lifeboat cover has been the increase in the
amount of leisure traffic on the west coast,
exemplified by the creation of a marina at
Kilrush on the north side of the Shannon
estuary. Although concerned local people had
lobbied for a rescue service in the Shannon
Estuary for many years, it was this increase in
marine traffic, in and around the Shannon, that
was one of the main reasons for establishment

of the lifeboat station at Kilrush. The lifeboat
house was built just outside the Marina lock
and with easy access to the harbour's deep
water approach channel, facing Scattery Island.
The station's Atlantic 75 lifeboat Rose West is
launched by tractor.

feint co keRRy
Fenit had an all weather lifeboat from 1879

until 1969 and covered Tralee Bay. In 1969 it
was decided that the station should be closed,
but in 1994 it was reopened and now provides
essential cover for the area. The relief 52ft Arun
class Ralph and Bonella Farrant was placed on
temporary station duty on 19 August 1994. A
new marina in the harbour is due to open in
July 1997 at Fenit, and with the increased
leisure traffic the Fenit lifeboat will have more
demands made on it than ever.

CAsUetownneRe co c.OHk
At a meeting on 17 April 1997 held in Craigies

Hotel in Castletownbere, it was formally
announced that a new all-weather lifeboat
station will be established at the port. It is
expected that the new station will be opera-
tional in October when the 52ft Arun class Roy
and Barbara Harding, formerly on station at the
Aran Islands, will be placed on station.

ARRAnniORC. ARAIl ISlAIIOS AI1O \ A l O I H I A

The history of the three stations that were
established before the 1980s is better docu-
mented and too long to be included in this
account. However, when it is realised how
many new stations have been opened, and how
many services are now carried out on Ireland's
west coast, it is possible to see the amount of
rescue work carried out by the three original
stations. Their area of operation was probably
the toughest of any in the British Isles.

otheR stAtions
Not only have the places listed above all

recently been established as lifeboat stations,
several other stations in Ireland have also either
been newly established or reopened. D class
inflatable I IBs have become part of the cover at
Portrush, Newcastle, Dun Laoghaire and
Wicklow stations that already had an all
weather lifeboat capability.

In Northern Ireland, new stations were
established at Kilkeel in 1986 with an Atlantic
21, and at Larne in 1994 with a standard D class
inflatable. In 1996, a 44ft Waveney was sent to
Larne and the station now has all-weather
capability. At Courtown in the Republic, the
station was re-established and operates a D
class inflatable housed in the old lifeboat house.
Most recently, both Fethard and Helvick Head,
on the south-east coast of Eire, have been re-
established as inshore lifeboat stations.
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Building up to
the Millennium
The RNLI's Shoreworks Manager Howard Richings
continues his look at the Institution's shore facilities

T;• he effects of coastal geology on the costs
of operating the lifeboat service may not be
immediately apparent, but the relative

hardness of rocks and the actions of ancient and
modern geological processes have all helped to
form the varied and attractive coastal features
which we enjoy around our coasts.

The method chosen for launching a lifeboat
in a particular area is often dictated by the nature
of the coastline: shallow sandy beaches requiring
mobile carriage launched boats, sheltered deep
water harbours allowing afloat berths and rugged
exposed cliffs requiring slipway stations. Each
method has its own cost implications in terms of
the lifeboat and her launching equipment.

The greatest capital cost is, however, often
the cost of building and, in some cases, protecting
the boathouse and the launching area. The East
Coast of England from Holderness to the Thames
estuary is very young in geological terms and soft
and glacial deposits are being rapidly eroded in
places. Large quantities of shingle, silt and sand
are continuously on the move with consequential
implications for coastal structures.

Unique
With this very much in mind we pick up the

thread of our journey at the end of one of the
most interesting coastal features in Europe.

Number lifeboat station is unique in a
number of ways. It serves one of the busiest sea
routes in Europe and the natural forces at work on
the famous spit that terminates at Spurn Head,
with its RNLI village and the Institution's only full
time lifeboat crew, ensure that life never becomes
dull for the RNLI's shoreworks staff.

The RNLI and the Number pilots share the
responsibility for maintaining the four-mile road
link and the essential services necessary for the
seven families and the pilot station. The spit is
the subject of a recently formulated management
policy, which now favours letting nature take its
course with regard to coastal erosion.

During the last major ice age sea levels
were well below those of today and much of the
bed of the North Sea was dry land. Today's sand

In the Summer 1997 issue we began a circumnavigation of the coast from Berwick-upon-Tweed and
stopped over at Withernsea. This section of coast is perilous and we should have been on our guard.
As a result we wrongly assigned a Tyne to Tynemouth. which actually has an Arun, which should
be replaced by a new 25 knot Severn in 1999. Neither class of boat sounds as appropriate as a Tyne,
but fortunately lifeboat allocation is based on sounder principles than coincidental geographical
nomenclature!

spit lies on top of ridges of material deposited
by the ice sheet, and is a mobile feature
controlled by the actions of wind and tide. The
successful work by Victorian engineers to
maintain the integrity and position of the spit
after major breaches in the 1850s, is the cause
of the current instability. Similar problems could
occur at any time, and the RNLI has had to
install generators and water storage at a cost of
over £250,000 in case of any interruption.

Precisely how the situation will progress
cannot be predicted, at places the spit is now
less than 30m wide and serious breaches
would make operations difficult - there being no
alternative location for the lifeboat station.
However, while the spit is vulnerable to erosion
Spurn Head itself, where the lifeboat station
and village are located, is more solidly founded
and is not believed to be under any immediate
threat.

In 1995 the old Humber slipway lifeboat
house was demolished - the lifeboat having
been kept afloat for some years - illustrating yet
another 'hidden' cost of providing lifeboat
stations. Such structures cannot just be

abandoned, and must
either be kept in a
safe condition or
removed.

Just across the
Humber estuary lies

Spurn Head and its spit
are fascinating
geological features -
but they are a problem
for the RNLI and the
Humber Pilots who both
operate there.

The lifeboat can be
seen lying afloat off the
T-shape pier on the left
of the photo, while the
narrowest part of the
spit can be seen at the
top right.
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Considerable work was
needed to protect Wells'
new boathouse from
erosion. Greenheart is
ideal for this use, and
timber from the demol-
ished slipway at East-
bourne was re-used.

(right) A model of the new
lifeboat house and slipway
at the end of Cramer pier -
a project which will be the
largest ever undertaken by
the RNLI. Work com-
mences shortly and should
take some 15 to 18
months to complete.
Photo Tony Kora

Cleethorpes where work is currently in hand to
improve the facilities at the inshore lifeboat
house.

Grimsby, a little further to the South,
does not have a lifeboat station but is the
second home of the Number lifeboat, which
operates from this famous fishing port when
weather conditions make the Spurn Head berth
untenable.

In such circumstances the lifeboat may
be away from her home base for several days,
and so accommodation has to be provided
close to the berth for the six-man crew. A new
dormitory and supporting facilities were
provided in 1994. It is a fortunate coincidence
that while Grimsby does not offer suitable all-
weather berthing for the lifeboat it is safe under
the very conditions which make the Number
mooring difficult.

Value
After the home of the fishing industry we

move south past the holiday resorts of
Mablethorpe and Skegness. Skegness saw
the completion, in June 1990, of the first
purpose-built boathouse for a carriage launched
Mersey, which also houses a D class inshore
lifeboat. At a cost of just over
£160,000 it represented excellent
value for money, and was the first
new boathouse built by the RNLI
for an all-weather lifeboat in over
20 years.

After carefully navigating
the Wash, where sediments
originating from the eroding
coasts further North come to rest,
we reach the north facing coast of
Norfolk. The inshore lifeboat
house at Hunstanton has a long
history, having been reclaimed by
the Institution when it reopened
the station in 1979 following
earlier closure in 1931.

Wells Next The Sea has
one of the best examples of a
lifeboat station at the mercy of
wind, waves and tide. The
boathouse was substantially

rebuilt in 1989/90 to house a Mersey, and
recently timber revetment and groyne
works were necessary when erosion of
the sandy headland on which the boat-
house stands threatened to cut the station
off.

Greenheart from Guyana remains
one of the best materials for piling in
coastal works, as its high density and
resistance to marine borers give it a long
life in the sea - although it has the oppo-
site effect on tools used to work it!
Greenheart was used at Wells, but no rain
forests were depleted as the old timber
slipway at Eastbourne had just been
dismantled, and the piles proved to be in
such excellent condition that they could be
re-used to give many more years of
service at Wells.

Sheringham has also seen major
works, with a new slipway built in 1992
and major modernisation of the boathouse

in 1994. Again the RNLI has to maintain groynes
to protect the slipway but, in contrast to the sand
at Wells, it is coarse shingle and cobbles that are
on the move at Sheringham.

As this issue goes to press a large jack-up
barge is about to sail from Lowestoft to Cromer,
to start work on what will be the largest contract
ever undertaken by the RNLI - rebuilding the
famous slipway lifeboat station at the end of
Cromer Pier.

The previous boathouse was demolished in
December 1996 after giving over 70 years of
service in some of the most severe sea conditions
in the country. The new station will be consider-
ably larger to provide the supporting facilities
which the old station lacked and to house the new
fast slipway lifeboat now under development.

Building the new slipway and boathouse will
be a major project, and access will be almost
entirely from the sea as the Victorian pier can
support only pedestrian traffic. Planning and
design has taken two years and construction -
subject to weather conditions - is expected to take
15 to 18 months.

The old boathouse was a listed building and
it was with some sadness that it had to be
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demolished. Various ideas were put forward to
preserve the building but the costs were prohibi-
tive and the demolition contractor eventually cut
the building in two and loaded it onto a barge. It
may yet have a new lease of life, possibly as a
museum adjacent to the harbour in Southwold.

The station's Tyne class lifeboat Ruby and
Arthur Reed II has been moth-balled and will
return once the project is complete. In the
meantime cover is being maintained by a carriage
launched Mersey on the slipway outside the
lifeboat museum to the East of the pier.

The Norfolk and Suffolk coasts are a coastal
engineer's nightmare. The full range of timber
groynes, revetments, concrete seawalls and more
exotic structures line the foreshore. Since
Victorian times solid masonry bastions and
promenades have held the line at Sheringham,
Cromer and other coastal towns while in between
the soft and unstable glacial mixture of sand, silt
and clay has been eaten away despite man's best
attempts at playing King Canute.

Eroded
At Happisburgh (pronounced 'Hazeburra')

the station's D class launches from a slipway
cutting through the continuous line of coast
defences which protect the low cliffs, on which
caravans and houses are poised perilously close
the ever-receding crest. Plans are in hand to
extend the boathouse and to give the station
improved facilities for the crew and it is hoped
that these will be completed later this year or
early in 1998.

What gets eroded from one part of the
coast must of course get deposited somewhere
else, and at Great Yarmouth and Gorleston silt-
laden waters from both river and sea can deposit
up to a metre of sand in the lifeboat's berth on a
single tide and periodic dredging is required. In
1992 over £220,000 was spent reconstructing the
berth to provide boarding facilities ready for the
arrival of a new Trent and in the same year the old
boathouse was also extensively renovated to
modernise the supporting facilities for the crews,
house the Atlantic 21 and provide a new souvenir
sales outlet.

Davit
At Southwold both erosion and deposition

are active. Just north of the town the coastline
has been receding by some 6m a year for at least
the last 100 years, and complete villages have
disappeared beneath the waves. The new lifeboat
house, located safely within the harbour, was
completed in December 1993 and is finished in
black ship lap timber. The station's Atlantic 21 is
one of a number of that class launched by davit -
in this case over the old quay edge. The RNLI has
standardised on a marine Schat davit with a safe
working load of 2 tonnes at a reach of 6m.

The design of the Southwold station
required a sensitive approach as it is in a Conser-
vation Area, and a particular feature of the building
is the excellent 270° view from the first floor
crew/operations room over the harbour entrance
and the coastline to the north and south. The
lifeboat must cross the estuary bar, formed from
sand moving steadily south, and the seagull eye's
photo vividly illustrates the effect of the north pier
of the estuary training works. The pier acts like a
groyne and there is dramatic step in the beach line

Lifeboat Stations referred to in the text

Aldeburgh
Harwich

Walton and Frinton
West Mersea

between north and south with the beach at
Walberswick lying well to the west of the main
Southwold sea front.

Rounding Thorpeness our journey takes
us to Aldeburgh famous for its annual music
festival and, to some, infamous for the new
lifeboat house opened in March 1994. Many
things about the Aldeburgh project were special
and it is perhaps appropriate that the design of
the boathouse should also have been notable -
local Woodbridge architects Mullins Dowse and
Partners designed both Aldeburgh and
Southwold. Lifeboats had been stationed at
Aldeburgh since 1852 and the station's Pother
was the last 8-knot double-ended lifeboat in
service with the Institution. The lifeboat was a
feature of the sea front, being launched by
slipway from a raised plinth on which she was
kept in the open.

At high water there was no problem but
at low water the boat often had to be moved on
skids across the shingle after failing to reach
the sea even though the slipway had been
raised to try to counter the effects of the
accreting shingle beach.

The nature of the beach at Aldeburgh was
both an asset and a problem. Like many
stretches of the Suffolk coast land has been
lost in recent times, and the famous 15th
century Moot Hall which now lies adjacent to
the sea front road used to be several streets

The effect of the north pier
at Southwold on the
southerly movement of
sand can clearly be seen -
there is a distinct 'step'in
the beach.

The lifeboat station
(inset) is on the quay at
the bottom right hand
corner of the caravan site.
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Building up to
the Millennium

Continued

away from the sea.
Old photographs examined

during the design stages showed
the sea reaching the seawall in
the first half of this century, but
the construction of a groyne
system led to a steady build up
the beach and to the develop-
ment of a broad shingle berm
stretching 30m to 50m from the
wall.

It was this berm which provided the site
for the new boathouse, but the susceptibility of
the beach to future erosion had to be borne in
mind. The foundations are surrounded by
sheet piling which will preserve the stability of
the building should the beach be lost in the
future. The prudence of this precaution was
demonstrated when in January 1993, just
before construction started, a storm tide moved
thousands of tonnes of shingle and exposed
the groyne system to an extent not seen since
the 1950s.

Dramatic
The erosion did not reach the site of the

boathouse but did produce a dramatic 3m drop
some 20m in front of the position of the main
doors. As predicted the beach reformed over
the following months and, provided that the
groyne system is maintained, it is unlikely that a
catastrophic loss of the beach will occur.

The unique design of the boathouse
which features external stainless steel A--
frames from which the main boathouse and its
smaller cousin, the tractor house, are hung has
been the subject of critical comment - and
caused one Sunday newspaper to make some
less than complementary comments accompa-
nied by some less than accurate facts.

Any movement from traditional design
will always risk adverse criticism, but the
design was chosen in close liaison with both
the town council and the planning authority and
the finished product has met with a mostly
favourable public response.

Crossing the county border to Harwich
brings us to a station which has yet to be
upgraded to provide the full modern facilities
which the RNLI is striving to provide at all
stations - a situation which it is hoped will be
put right in the not too distant future.

At Clacton plans are being prepared for
the modifications needed to house the new 32
knot Atlantic 75. The boathouse is part way
along the privately owned pleasure pier and the
boat launches via a slipway. After recovery the
lifeboat must be turned by lifting and rotating
inside the boathouse, and the slightly greater
length of the A75 requires some judicious
internal adjustments.

The flat and relatively sheltered surround-

:

Aldeburgh's new boathouse was designed to be modern yet
relied the style and shape of the older buildings on the seafront.
Although it provoked some controversy when first erected it has
met with a mostly favourable public response.

ings of the new West Mersea inshore lifeboat
house - completed in 1992 - seems a world away
from the exposed coasts to the north. Yet the silt
of the Essex marshes present another set of
problems, both to building boathouse and to
launching lifeboats.

The West Mersea Atlantic 21 is launched
from a conventional trolley, but at low water the
rig must be hauled along a lengthy 'hard' across
mud flats to the navigable channel. The timber-
clad boathouse is built on a piled concrete plat-
form with a slipway leading down to the tidal mud
flats with launch and recovery assisted by a winch
located in the boathouse.

Floating
The current leg of our voyage ends in a

yacht marina at Burnham on Crouch, where one
of the most recent new facilities was commis-
sioned and yet another Atlantic inshore lifeboat
has yet another method of housing and launching.
Burnham is one of three stations at which Atlantic
21s and 75s are housed in floating boathouses
moored to pontoons. The first floating boathouse
was at Brighton, with a later version at Poole.
Both were successful, but the refined design at
Burnham has met with considerable acclaim and
may well be adopted by the Danish lifeboat
service for some of their larger 10m RIBs.

The boat is kept on a hinged platform which
can be raised clear of the water when housed and
lowered to launch rapidly when required for
service. Although simple in concept the dynamics
and buoyancy calculations require some care if the
crew are not to get their feet wet when the 1.5
tonne boat is raised out of the water. The disad-
vantage with floating boathouses is that crew
facilities cannot be provided within the same
building, and separate shore facilities must be
provided as close as possible to the berth. Both
the floating boathouse and new shore facilities
were completed at Burnham on Crouch in the
Autumn of 1996.

After a winter lay-up at Burnham Howard
Richings' circumnavigation will continue
in future issues of The Lifeboat
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High Seas
More views of RNLI lifeboat
stations from the air.

Tenby, in Pembrokeshire, has one of
the longest slipways in the country, its
360ft extending from the boathouse off
Castle Hill into deep water. The photos
were taken near high water - at low
water the harbour dries out completely
and the 28ft tidal range leaves the
boathouse standing on sand.

The main photo looks just south of
east along the Welsh coast with the
slipway for the station's Tyne visible to
the left of Castle Hill in the centre. The
small island is St Catherine's, and Caldy
Island is some two miles off to the
right.
Main photo (left) Ref 649217
Detailed photo (below) Ref 649208

Tenby -- West Division

Thurso - Scotland Division

Thurso lifeboat station is the most
northerly station on the UK mainland and is
seen here looking north. The harbour is
actually Scrabster, with the village just out
of sight to the left and Thurso about two
miles away at the southern end of the bay.
The station's Arun is afloat in the centre, to
the left of the RoRo ferry pier (to Orkney)
with the old boathouse in the corner to the
right of the pier. The harbour improve-
ments about 20 years ago provided a deep-
water mooring and the last slipway boat
was a Solent class. Part of the old
boathouse is now used as a crew room.
Main photo (left) Ref 651457
Detailed photo (above) Ref 651448
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High Seas continued

Whitstable on the north coast of Kent is both a
commercial port and a holiday resort. In the main
view the roof of the lifeboat house can be seen
between the top right corner of the port and the red-
roofed building.

The close-up view shows the boathouse for the
station's Atlantic 21 and the concrete apron leading to
the launching area. The station was established in
1963 with a D class inshore lifeboat, being replaced
by an Atlantic in 1974. The single storey extension on
the left hand side of the building was added in 1989
to improve crew facilities and incorporates a souvenir
sales outlet.

Main photo Heft) Ref 640807
Detailed photo (below! Ref 640812

Whitstable - East Division
Red Bay is on the east coast of Northern Ireland, and
was established in 1972 with a D class inshore
lifeboat. The D was replaced by a C class in 1987 and
in June 1966 by an Atlantic, following widening and
regrading of the slip. The main view shows the
coastline running roughly north-south with the
slipway facing out to the east.

Behind the boathouse, built in 1995, is the
Cushendall Sailing and Boating Club, which has had a
completely new clubhouse built since these photo-
graphs were taken last year.

Main photo (left) Ref 657458
Detailed photo (below) Ref 657461

Red Bay-- Ireland Division

Hunting Aerofilms is offering copies of these photographs at well below normal rates - and donating 25% of
the print price to the RNLI.
Prices 8m by Sin-£13.00, 10in by 10in- £18.00 12in by 12in - £21.00, 20m by 16m-£43.00
For larger sizes contact Hunting Aerofilms direct. The area covered in any prints ordered may not exactly match the area shown here.

When ordering please follow these instructions carefully:
1. Send orders to: Hunting Aerofilms at Gate Studios, Station Road, Borehamwood, Hertfordshire WD6 1EJ
Please do not send orders or enquiries to any RNLI office or lifeboat station.
2. Quote the full reference number given underneath the photograph - this is the only identification of the exact negative
needed.
3. State clearly the size of print required and enclose payment as shown - this includes VAT, post and packing and the RNLI
donation.
4. Make cheques etc payable to Hunting Aerofilms, not the RNLI.



The Fundraisers
Neptune Ball

Ferry good idea!

Having a ball -
Neptune,
taking a short
spell on dry
land, sits on his
throne and is
joined by
honoured
guests and the
Goat and Goat
Major.

Pictured above are 'Hobblers' - the
ferrymen who bring visitors over to St
Michaels Mount from Marazion
between April and the end of October.
They each carry a lifeboat collection
box on board and last year collected
£1,135 from passengers.

There was a rumour, unsubstanti-
ated, that they had threatened to throw
passengers overboard if they did not
contribute!

Exe-cellent result!

The RNLI Neptune Ball, held on 6 June at Cardiff City Hall, proved not only to be
tremendous fun but also a financial success raising over £14,000 - £2,000 more
than the original target needed to fund a D class lifeboat for Morton and Port
Eynon station.

Penarth lifeboat crew members stood by outside with their D class lifeboat
while guests were greeted by the Goat and Goat Major from the Royal Regiment
of Wales. Neptune sat on his throne as champagne flowed and The Royal Regi-
ment played stirring sea shanties. Honoured guests were led into dinner by the
Goat and Goat Major where they ate and thrilled to the sounds of Moira Lewis
playing the harp.

Dinner was followed by cabaret, speeches, dancing and a prize draw for
fabulous prizes including portable televisions and music centres.

Clubbling
together -
Rodney Turner,
chairman of
the Combined
Water Sports
Clubs of the
River Exe,
presents the
cheque for
£11,500 to
Simon Turl,
senior
helmsman of
the Exmouth
lifeboat.

A cheque for £11,500 was recently handed over to the Exmouth lifeboat from the
Combined Water Sports Clubs of the Exe - covering the cost of the station's
brand new D class lifeboat which had just been delivered.

Over the past 16 years the combined clubs' River Exe RNLI fund has collected
a total of £60,000, mostly through an annual draw and ball, which paid for the
station's previous lifeboat, Clubs of the River Exe, a launching tractor and several
other smaller items.

The organisation represents nine clubs based on the river including Cockwood,
Starcross, Topsham, Lympstone and Exmouth. Chairman Rodney Turner, who
presented the cheque, commented, 'We, as local water sport clubs are very
pleased to provide this much needed and valuable equipment. There is, and I am
sure there will continue to be, a great demand for the inshore lifeboat, which has
our full support.'

The new lifeboat, which has already been launched on service several times,
was named Spirit of the Exe at an official ceremony in August. (See news pages).

In Brief
WHEN Ann and Tony King sent out
invitations for their Silver Wedding
celebrations, they only requested
presence - not presents! Instead
they asked guests to contribute to
the Tynemouth branch which
raised some £450.
OVER £2,000 was raised by South
Bristol branch during May and
June. Collections took place at local
supermarkets and at The Matthew
departure weekend where £1,000
was raised and an inscribed Corn
Street nails replica, made by branch
member Neil Gow, was presented
to the crew. Thanks to all those
who gave so generously.
A BARBECUE held by West Wight
branch at Yarmouth Sailing club on
19 June was very well attended in
spite of adverse weather conditions
and raised £383 for Institution
funds. Both Yarmouth and
Lymington lifeboat crews attended
and the Yarmouth lifeboat was
open for viewing. Entertainment
was laid on for children and adults
and the evening finished with
games of rounders. The event was
enjoyed by everyone and many
people asked if it would become an
annual event.
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Barking for brass
Cuchulainn the Irish Wolfhound and owner
Julie Burden, are keen collectors on Peel
branch flag day. When Julie, whose husband
is a crew member of Peel lifeboat, invites mem-
bers of the public to contribute no one ever
refuses - Cuchulainn must have them all licked
into shape!

Big swim
The Basingstoke branch of the British Sub-Aqua
Club held a sponsored swim in aid of the lifeboats
and raised £1,169 - the largest single donation

received by the RNLI Basingstoke branch.
Trophies were presented to the under 18s who took

part and a shield was presented to Paul Stewart, the
club's training officer, for raising the most money - over
£200.

The photograph shows the sponsored swimmers with
RNLI Basingstoke branch chairman, Nigel Honan, in the
centre with box secretary, Joan Webb.

ta^™

Inland revenue
Daventry and District branch members and friends
raised a total of £2,245 at this year's annual Braunstone
Boat Show held on the Grand Union Canal at
Braunstone, Daventry over the Spring bank holiday
weekend. The three day event is fast becoming one of
the premier narrow boat shows in the country and
although it is an inland waterways gathering, the branch
always manages to attract plenty of attention.

Photo: Don Bellham
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Bikeathon
James Danvers, ten year old son of llford branch
chairman Paul Danvers, suggested to his little sister
Emily, that they help dad raise funds by entering the
llford Recorder Bikeathon. This year's Bikeathon,
organised by local the newspaper, saw some 235
adults and children saddle up to raise money for
charity.

James and Emily entered a special five and a half
mile course for children, raising over £100 for the
RNLI between them and winning Emily a £100
voucher for cycle equipment. No doubt she's already
practising on her new bike for next year's event!



£ The Fundraisers £
Pulling a bird!
Denis Twomey, RNLI area organiser for the
South West, and 74 students from Bristol
University Air Squadron recently managed to
pull a 65 tonne Hercules aircraft a mile along
runway 24 at RAF Lyneham in Wiltshire.

The students raised a staggering £1,800 in spon-
sorship which pleased the local hard working Wooton
Bassett branch (pictured with Denis, left). Denis
offered to buy the drinks if the aircraft became
airborne but thankfully didn't have to 'shell out'.

Shake it all about
Sheringham lifeboat guild held their second very
successful line dance at the Regal Assembly
rooms in Sheringham on 4 April. For the people
who don't know what a line dance is we are told
by the branch press officer that it is a cross
between The Shadows and Bucks Fizz! Their next
dance is on 31 October - why not go along if you
are in the area?

First event
Hard working members of the newly reformed
Great Dunmow and district branch raised over
£1,600 on their very first fundraising event. The
above photograph shows flag day officer, Noel Brady
and Peggy Kentish doing their bit on the day - collect-
ing at their local supermarket as part of a nationwide
Tesco Day' which was held over the May Spring bank
holiday.

ll

Director's cut
Brian Miles, RNLI Director, was guest of honour at
the silver jubilee celebrations of Wilton and District
branch. The party was held in July in the grounds of

Wilton House and Cdr Miles cut the anniversary cake
in front of 160 guests including the Earl of Pembroke
and Salisbury MP Robert Key. Music was supplied by
the Wilton and District youth band and local busi-
nesses donated raffle prizes.

Cdr Miles announced that since his previous visit in
1988 the branch had raised a incredible £50,000 for
Institution funds.
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Corporate fundraising update French Inland rescue

Corporate Fundraising Manager, John
Farnhill left us in July for pastures new.
We wish him every success in his new
job.

The Harbour Account - Good news
for savers! Interest rates increased on
our new savings account. The top rate
is now 7%. Launched in the Summer
issue of The Lifeboat, the Harbour
Account has got off to a good start.
When 2,000 account holders are
recruited the Royal Bank of Scotland
will pay us £50,000. We will receive
ongoing commission of the equivalent
of 0.25% of the balances as at the 30
June annually. A safe haven for your
building society windfall profits.

The Lifeboat Credit Card
Relaunched with improved terms and
conditions. If the average spend
exceeds £2,400 per annum there will
be no annual fee. Balance transfers
from other credit or store cards will
qualify for the 2% rebate offer of up to
£60. You can even have your photo-
graph on the card, a valuable security
feature. If you have not got a Lifeboat
MasterCard now is the time to apply.
Ring me on (01202) 663295 or write for
further details.

Single Service Sugar Promotion
(Heinz) - Launched 31 st July. An on-
pack promotion, send £2.75 and the

Morecambe walk

Blackpool ladies lifeboat guild held a
sponsored walk across Morecambe
Bay on 14 June to raise funds for the
Institution. The walk was led by the
Queen's Official Guide, Cedric
Robinson and was highly successful
with over 200 people taking part -
coming from the Widnes guild, Cum-
bria, Yorkshire and from all over
Lancashire - and raising over £3,000.

There is still sponsorship money
coming in from the event and the
Blackpool guild would like to thank
everyone who took part and gave
support. It was an excellent day which
was enjoyed by all and the guild hope
to hold another walk next year.
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sugar packet to receive an RNLI bus.
We receive 50p per bus, sold and £1
for every purchaser who joins the
model manufacturers collectors club.
The single serving of sugar should be
available with your tea or coffee in your
local restaurant or cafe.

Global Challenge

BT Global Challenge - The race
finished in the early hours of the
morning of the 16th July in Southamp-
ton. Group 4 was the winner of this,
the last leg, arriving at 02.06.58. This
means that she is the overall race
winner. The winner for us was Toshiba
Wave Warrior, as the sponsorship
money pledged should raise £150,000
for the Institution. Wave Warrior
crossed the finish line second at
03.39.46.

All credit to the crew, ably skippered
by Simon Walker. Particular thanks to
our leggers - Angela Morris (nicknamed
the "Mega Legger" as she took part in
3 of the 6 legs), Chris Gaskin, Haydon
Scott Edwards and Jack Goldie. Well
done chaps! (All the crew were called
chaps whether male or female). See
the news pages for more details.

The first lifeboat day to be held at the
Shires Family Adventure Park near
Wadebridge, proved to be a big
success with around £200 raised for
RNLI funds - plus a rescue operation
was completed on dry land without a
crew member in sight.

'A little girl came up to us, crying her
eyes out and explaining that she had
lost her parents,' said Wadebridge
branch secretary, Ron Heath. 'We
liaised with Terry Sanding, the park's
owner and with the aid of mobile
telephones we had reunited the family
in a matter on minutes. We pride
ourselves on our speed of recovery -
on sea or land!'

Branch members sold souvenirs and
raffle tickets and one of the park's shire
horses (pictured above with Glen and
Neil Squires and Angela Hurst) paraded
around the site flying the RNLI flag.

Cash peak
A team representing the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors Junior Organisa-
tion (RICS JO) recently attempted the three peaks challenge - climbing Ben Nevis,
Scafell Pike and Snowdon, the three highest peaks of Scotland, England and
Wales within 24 hours.

Team members, Fiona McCulloch, Brett Williams, Paul Mellor and Justin
Marshall (pictured left to right at Ben Nevis) completed the challenge over the 28
and 29 June in a
time of 23 hours
and 41 minutes.

Fiona, chairman
of the RICS JO
commented, It
was a real team
effort to finish the
walk within the 24
hours and we
would like to
thank all our
sponsors for their
generous sup-
port.'

The organisa-
tion have been
fundraising for the
last 12 months
and have raised
£7,000 (including
£3,000 from the challenge) which will be
split equally between the RNLI and
organisation's internal charity, Lionheart.

Not all submissions received for the
Autumn 1997 issue are featured

and may appear in a future issue.
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More top boxes!
In the Summer 1997 issue of The
Lifeboat Cardigan branch threw down
the gauntlet and asked if anyone could
better their top collecting box which
brought in £619 between July 1996 and
March 1997.

Rochford and Wakering branch can
boast £1,499 for the same period,
which was collected from staff and
patrons at The Rose and Crown in
Rochford, and Basingstoke branch's
top box collected over £756 from
members of The Ex-Services Club
mainly thanks to the efforts of club
member Gerry White.

Opening the box
Bartley Sailing Club lent its
support to the RNLI's Birming-
ham lifeboat week with the
opening of its lifeboat collection
box which contained £720 - all
in loose change.

Last August the club decided
to see how quickly the pedestal
collecting box could be filled to
the brim by members and
visitors. A whisky gift set was
offered as a prize for the person
correctly guessing the value of
the contents when the box was
emptied.

Bar manager, Richard Wright,

Cashing up are Richard Wright /centre! with (from left) Cyril,
Jean and Neil Tysall and FtNLI area organiser, James Bradbury.

Photo: Birmingham Post and Mail

encouraged members to donate when buying drinks by giving them all their
change in coppers and several club members sold redundant equipment to boost
box funds. Towards the end, the box became so full that it could no longer accept
coins and it took several people to lift it!

Top filler
Richard Hill (left), a regular at the Manor House Inn in Ditcheat, Somerset, is an
enthusiastic RNLI supporter - with his powers of persuasion he manages to
maintain a constant flow of donations from friends and other regulars.

Castle Cary branch first left a collection box at the pub two years ago and since
then the box secretary has to empty the overflowing 'lifeboat' every 8-9 weeks.
Thanks to Richard's efforts, the total sum collected over this period is over £522.

GOLD EN CHARTER
V Pr e- Paid Funeral Plans

THE CARING APPROACH TO A SENSITIVE SUBJECT

THERE COMES A TIME in life when it's natural to consider

your own funeral...and to think about loved ones and what

you'd like to leave them. Not the burden of funeral costs,

obviously. Or the ordeal of deciding on the arrangements.

Golden Charter gives you peace of mind in knowing

everything is taken care of. The plan you select can be

personalised in any way you wish. You may choose the funeral

director.

And once you've paid, by lump sum or flexible instalments,

you are guaranteed that your family or estate will never be

asked for a penny more. Furthermore your thoughtfulness will

live on forever.

A tree will be planted on your behalf by the Woodland Trust..

Golden Charter is a British company at the heart of Britain's

largest funeral planning network. A legally separate trust fund

makes sure your money is secure.

For our free brochure, which includes prices, send the coupon today.

If you'd like a friendly chat, with no pressure to buy a plan, call us free - on

0800 833 800
Rest assured, no one will visit your home unless you want them to.

Lifeboats
Royal National Lifeboat Institution

Regultnd Cfianty No. 209603

For every plan purchased by readers of
the Lifeboat Golden Charter will make a

donation of £25 to the RNLI.
If you are using our Freephone number to

ask for a brochure please remember to
state you saw the advertisement in the

Lifeboat.

NO STAMP REQUIRED
To: Golden Charter

i Please send me your Golden Charter brochure with prices.
\ Mr/Mrs/Ms Initial: Surname:
Address:

! Postcode: Tel no;
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L E T T E R S
Who are these heros?
I thought this photograph (right) might be of interest to readers - it
was taken by me when I visited Honfleur, Normandy in June this
year. My recognition is not all that good but is she an old Watson
lifeboat? There was nobody around to ask details.

I like the name Redundant Hero- most appropriate! I would love
to know the boat's history and I imagine so would many others.

Henry W. West
Newport

• She is ex-lifeboat R.A. Colby Cubbin No.1 (ON 929), a 46ft motor
Watson lifeboat. She was stationed at Douglas, Isle of Man,
between 1956 and 1988 and during her RNLI service launched 115
times saving 95 lives. She was refitted in 1975 with an air bag to
give self-righting capabilites and was sold out of service in 1989.

I recently took this photograph (left) on a visit to Rhos-on-Sea, Colwyn
Bay in North Wales. Having previously identified what was clearly an
old RNLI lifeboat, I spoke to the fisherman who now owns her. Re-
named Silent Waters, he said he did not know her history but that she
was indeed a lifeboat. Silent Waters is sailing daily out of the small
harbour at Rhos and looks delightful. If you can provide information on
her I would be extremely grateful.

Gareth Pryce
Middlesex

• She is ex-lifeboat The Three Sisters (ON771), a 35ft motor Liverpool
lifeboat. She was stationed at Coverack, Cornwall, between 1934 and
1954 where she launched 26 times saving 61 lives. She was sold out
of service in 1964 and has had a wheelhouse fitted as a pleasure boat.
She was named Gay Dawn II and later, Coverack, before becoming
Silent Waters.

Keeping it in the family

In the Spring issue
of The Lifeboat
you showed the
Simmons family of
Sheringham
crewing the
inshore lifeboat. In
1974 rny sons
David and Martin
crewed the Port
Isaac inshore
lifeboat with me
and I believe that
this was the first
ILB family crew.

You will see
from the photo-
graph that we
wore Everett suits
and were always
wet up to our
chests when
launching -the
family wash line
was always full! David Castle

President, Port Isaac station branch

Minehead's first

Readers might be interested in this
picture of Minehead's first lifeboat,
George Leicester.

In my connection with a rural
museum, I was asked to print some
pictures from glass negatives - among
them I found this picture, taken, I think,
around 1902 by a local photographer.

I, myself was a keen lifeboatman
and served on the B.H.M.H. -
Minehead's last Liverpool class life-
boat, as second coxswain.

L. R. Baker
Minehead
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PROBABLY THE MOST COMFORTABLE AND SMARTEST
HIGH WAISTED TROUSERS YOU'LL EVER WEAR

C L A S S I C

TWILL
WAIST
UP TO
52"

FROM
ONLY <3& M ̂ fc PER PAIR + P&P
OUR LOWEST EVER PRICE ""

OUR FINEST TROUSER OFFER EVER!
They said it couldn't be done! Nobody could offer Classic Cavalry Twill for such a low price! Well they are wrong!
Our head buyer has confounded them all with his AMAZING PURCHASING COUP Order direct from Chums,
Britain's Trouser Specialists and in no time at all you can be wearing this TAILORING CLASSIC.
Probably, the MOST COMFORTABLE, SMARTEST TROUSERS YOU'LL EVER WEAR for a previously UNHEARD
OF LOW PRICE!
Our tailors have cut this Cavalry Twill trouser with an extra 2" from crutch to waist to provide EXTRA COMFORT.
Cavalry Twill's distinctive classic style makes them a cut above all other trousers. Incredibly smart with a
blazer or jacket and with your favourite sweater AND at our low price. OUR FINEST TROUSER OFFER EVER!
The straight bottoms and parallel leg styling creates timeless classic lines. Tailored to resist creases and
always retain their good looks, wash after wash. There are two deep coin and key resistant side pockets and
a handy button down back pocket. Belt loops are provided for those who prefer a belt. Foolproof zip fly.
Crafted from 100% polyester for long life and easy care. Simply pop them in the washing machine.
No expensive dry cleaning costs.
Phone or complete the coupon today and your Cavalry Twill trousers will be with you in no time.
PROBABLY THE SMARTEST TROUSERS YOU'LL EVER WEAR
Colours: 'Grey, Fawn or Navy.

WAIST SIZES

PRICE

34, 36

£12.99

38, 40

£17.99

42, 44, 46

£19.99

48, 50, 52

£21.99

Inside leg
27", 29", 31", 33".

Order Item M98XT Please add £1.95 p&p to all orders

CHUMS PROMISE YOU COMPLETE SATISFACTION OR YOUR MONEY BACK.
Send cheques/RO's/MasterCard/Visa/Switch Card details to: Chums Limited, Dept (LB107 ),

Caddick Road, Knowsley Industrial Park South, Merseyside 134 9AR
Callers welcome at the factory shop at the above address. Open Monday to Friday 9am-3pm.

24 HOUR TELEPHONE f\OOf\ 4 O A.
ORDERING SERVICE U5P5JU I O "I "

for MASTERCARD/VISA SWITCH CARD HOLDERS

To: Chums Limited (DeptLBtOV)
Caddick Road, Knowsley Industrial Park South, Merseyside L34 9AR

Please send me item(s) indicated: PLEASE USE BLOCK LETTERS
FREE WITH YOUR
ORDER - CHUMS NEW
COLOUR CATALOGUE

QTY COLOUR SIZE INSIDE LEG

Style M98XT
I enclose Crieque/RO's for £_
MasterCard / Visa / Switch Account No.

Sub Total
or charge my p&p

TOTAL

PRICE

£1.95

WDrjgn m (PLEASE TICK) DEBIT MY A/C NUMBER
AS SHOWN BELOW

LB107
Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms
Address

. Post Code .
• FROM TIME TO TIME WE MAKE OUR MAILING LIST AVAILABLE TO OTHER COMPANIES WHO MAY HAVE OFFERS OF INTEREST TO YOU
I IF YOU DO NOT WISH US TO DO THIS PLEASE SEND YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS TO CHUMS LIMITED

Company Reg.No. 156147" .J



Enjoy The Best Show In Town with Stakis Hotels
The 43rd London International Boat Show

9th- 18th January 1998

Come to London for the premier international marine leisure event this year, enjoy the sights,
the Sales, the theatre and a great value boat show programme with Stakis Hotels.

a™! rw,

A choice of five different hotel locations
Stakis London Metropole is situated on the corner of
Edgware Road close to Oxford Street, Marble Arch,
Hyde Park and only a matter of 2 minutes walk from
Marylebone and
Paddington stations.
The hotel leisure
club has a 15m
Indoor Pool, Spa
Pool and Solarium.
Stakis London St. Ermin's with its beautiful Baroque
interior is located in the City of Westminster, walking
distance from Buckingham Palace and Houses of
Parliament. Stakis London Harewood is located just
off Baker Street and a short walk from Marylebone
station. Stakis London Islington opened in September,
offering 4 star comfort it is situated

adjacent to the Business
Design Centre,
15 minutes from the West
End. Islington is popular
with its many antique
shops, theatres and
restaurants.

Stakis London Hyde Park is located overlooking
Kensington Gardens with Queensway and Bayswater
underground stations but one minute walk away.

The Stakis boat show package
• The programme includes one nights accommodation

in a twin or double room with the famous Stakis
breakfast.

• On arrival at the hotel you will receive the boat
show ticket and official show catalogue voucher with
which to collect your copy at Earls Court.

Your Hotel

Stakis London Metropole
u'ith Dinner Supplement

Stakis London St. Ermin's
u'ith Dinner Supplement

Stakis London Harewood
with Dinner Supplement

Stakis London Islington
u'ith Dinner Supplement

Stakis London Hyde Park
u'ith Dinner Supplement

Twin/Double

£55
£70

£63
£78

£49
£59

£49
£62

£50
£63

Single

£80
£95

£88
£103

£64
£74

£69
£82

£70
£83

All above prices are quoted for each person each night and
include breakfast, boat show ticket and show catalogue.

An evening for lovers of the sea
Dinner with Sir Robin Knox-Johnston
Friday 16th January, 1998
Join us for a truly memorable evening at the Stakis London Metropole in the company
of one of the country.' greatest around the world yachtsmen, Sir Robin Knox-
Johnston. He became a household name when he entered and won the 1968-69
Golden Globe Challenge for the first solo voyage non-stop around the world under sail
and won the race. In the years that followed he raced successfully on the international
multi-hull circuit and won the Jules Verne Trophy for a voyage around the world
under sail in less than 80 days, has taken part in two Admirals Cup series and in 1992
sailed with Chris Bonington to Greenland climbing the famous Cathedral Mountain.
He recently took the Topsail Schooner Malcolm Miller on a voyage to the Artie, has
been organising the Clipper around the world race for the last two years and is the President of the Sail Training Association.

This highly successful and popular Yachtsman will talk about his varied and existing sailing experiences showing slide and video footage.

The Knox-Johnston evening package price is £91 each sharing a twin double room and includes one nights accommodation with
full breakfast, three course dinner with wine and the illustrated talk. Also includes boat show ticket and catalogue.

HOW TO BOOK
Cull St . iki-- Spcxinl Events on

0990 201 201
and quote The Lifeboat

When booking the Special Evening (16th Jan) please quote Knox-Johnson

STAKIS
HOTELS
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around and about the RNLI

Lionel 'steps in' and
saves the day...

Heft) Lionel Blair
announces the winners
and entertains the
gathered crowds,
(above) Stormy Stan,
hereof the RNLI's
junior membership
scheme. Storm Force,
mixes with showbiz.

Lionel Blair, showbiz personality and dancer, stepped in to draw the lifeboat lottery
at RNLI Open Days at 1200 on Saturday 2 August. Comedian, Jim Davidson, who
was originally due to draw the winning tickets, unfortunately had to withdraw due
to unforeseen circumstances but asked Lionel, a long standing supporter of the
RNLI, if he would take his place.

Lionel, who was starring at his show at Bournemouth Pier, entertained the
crowd and drew the winning tickets joined by David Brann, lottery promoter and
Director Brian Miles, aided and assisted by Stormy Stan and the lottery team who
had been selling the tickets at Open Days.

The draw 78th draw raised some £181,000 and the cash prize winners were:-
£2,000 Mr L Sutcliffe, Birmingham
£1,000 Mrs T Blackley, Hertfordshire
£500 Mr P M Fletcher, Canterbury
£250 Mr W D Salter, Middlesex
£100 Mr N Campbell, London; Ms J Breeze, Darlington; Mrs C Shutt, Halifax;

Mrs E Rogers, Poole; Mrs I B Pitcher, Manchester
£50 Mrs Gordon, East Lothian; Miss S Haworth, Blackburn; Ms A Preston,

Stafford; Miss A C Lee, Berwick-upon-Tweed; Miss P M Lee, Maidenhead.
Thanks to the lottery team - Sarah Houlton, Shelly Pearce, Georgina Tooley,

Helen Smith, Pauline Miller, Jo Hobday and Beckie Rose - and everone else who
helped on the day.

Specs savers
While inspecting a display lifeboat at
RNLI open days, one visitor lost his
glasses over the side of the boat and
into the harbour. Eagle-eyed crew
members managed to fish them out
and return them to the relieved
gentlemen.

The very next day, headquarters
received a kind donation and this letter
of thanks:

On Station

The following lifeboats have taken up
duty:
ALL-WEATHER
Oban - Trent class 14-23 (ON 1227)
Mora Edith MacDonaldon 17 July
1997
Hartlepool - Tyne class 47-023
(ON 1131) City of Sheffield on 24 July
1997
INSHORE
Aldeburgh - D520 Bob Savage on 30
June 1997
Brighton - B737 Thelma Glossopon
1 July 1997
Alderney - D410 Bacchus on 11 July
1997
Redcar - D523 Peterborough Beer
Festival 1 on 23 July 1997
Whitby-D521 on 23 July 1997
Pwllheli - D522 on 5 August 1997

, donation into

rffS»^S°*ssSlilr£~

Birthday Honours
The following have been honoured by
Her Majesty The Queen in the recent
Birthday Honours for their services to
the RNLI:
MBE:
Mrs Marion Appleby-Matthews
President of Tamworth Ladies lifeboat
guild
James Kinnin. Coxswain of Ramsey
lifeboat station
Patrick Maclean. Coxswain/Mechanic
of Oban lifeboat station.
John Williams. Porthcawl lifeboat
station honorary secretary.
Other awards of interest, for achieve-
ments not directly connected with the
Institution's work have been made to:
Knight Bachelor:
Alderman Roger Cork The Rt Hon
The Lord Mayor of London for services
to the City of London and public
service, (ex-officio member of the
Committee of Management)
KCVO:
John 'Jimmy' James Retiring Secre-
tary and Keeper of the Records of the
Duchy of Cornwall. (Treasurer of the
RNLI)
LVO:
Michael Chamberlayne Chairman,
Baring Private Investment Manage-
ment Limited, for personal services,
(member of the Finance Committee)
CBE:
Dr Robert Hawley Chief Executive,
British Energy for services to the
energy industry and engineering,
(former member of the Boat and
Shoreworks Committee)
QBE:
John Norman For services to the
community, especially the RNLI in
Jersey, (chairman of the station branch)
MBE:
Mrs Sue Batten. For services to the
community, particularly the RNLI in
Sherborne. (chairman of the Sherborne
branch)
Captain Roy Bullen. Former
Harbourmaster, Jersey for services to
the community, (station honorary
secretary and member of the Search
and Rescue committee)

Dr F. S. MacKenna
With regret we report the death of Dr
F. Severne MacKenna, an honorary life
governor of the RNLI. Dr MacKenna
first became involved with the RNLI as
a lifeboat crew member, later being
appointed the Scottish executive
committee where he embarked on a
full schedule of fundraising lectures
and film shows. He was appointed an
honorary life governor in 1980.
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PEOPLE AND PLACES
around and about the RNLI

Birkenhead

Dublin

Solly Isles Fowey

The route o/Sir Winston Churchill

Crew members go sail training
The Corporation of Trinity House announced in December
1996 that it would sponsor six young lifeboat crew members
for a two week voyage aboard one of the Sail Training
Association's topsail schooners. Applications were invited for
two voyages - one aboard Malcolm Miller, joining and leaving
at Santa Cruz, Canary Islands on 18 and 28 March respec-
tively; and a voyage aboard Sir Winston Churchill, joining at
Fowey on 21 April and leaving at Birkenhead on 3 May.

Two of the successful applicants, Richardson Johnson, a
crew member at Filey; and Andrew Spindler, a crew member
at Weston-Super-Mare; both joined Sir Winston Churchilliof
two weeks and kept diaries of their experiences which were
later presented to the Institution's chief of operations.

The crew of 55 was divided into watches - Fore, Main and
Mizzen - and taking in stops
to the Scilly Isles, Cobh
(Cork), Waterford, Fishguard,
Dublin and Anglesey, they
covered 689 nautical miles,
of which 456 were sailed,
155 motor sailed and 78 by
motor only.

Although both Richardson
and Andrew enjoyed their
trip, it involved at lot of hard
work, including rising at
unpleasant hours in the
morning to take their watch
and getting to grips with
setting various sails.
Richardson reported that he
awoke at 0230 on 24 April feeling ill as the weather was so
bad. He said, There wasn't a good place to be on the ship,
most trainees felt the same...' Andrew wrote about the first
time he went 'up and over' which involved climbing up 80ft
of rigging - which was swaying from side to side - to the
crow's nest and back down the other side. He said, 'For me,
going aloft was mentally the hardest thing on board ship, but
it did become easier as the voyage went on. By the end of
the voyage I felt quite happy up there...'

In summary Andrew wrote, This trip was very enjoyable
and valuable ...' and Richarson added, 'very challenging and
rewarding - not at all what I expected.'

Symington MacDonald
With regret we report the death of Symington MacDonald,
former RNLI chief technical officer since 1972.

Mr MacDonald was responsible for the design, building,
fitting-out and maintenance of the RNLI's lifeboat fleets at a
time of change for the Institution during which it moved its
headquarters to Poole. He oversaw the development of
Arun and Thames class lifeboats, and the early development
of the Brede class. He was also instrumental in the develop-
ment of the Atlantic 21.

Visitors from far and wide
Tenby lifeboat station has always been a popular tourist
attraction, but now it has achieved world wide fame!
Recently, when reading the visitors book for last year,
Arthur Squibbs, Tenby station honorary secretary, saw that
visitors from 19 different countries had signed in.

In addition to the usual visits from our European cousins,
people came from countries including, Russia, Chile, South
Africa, New Zealand, India, Venezuela, Canada and USA.

Obituaries

With deep regret we record the following deaths:
August 1996
Mr Donie O'Sullivan, former Ballycotton station honorary
secretary from 1967 until 1992. Mr O'Sullivan was previously
assistant honorary secretary from 1964 and was awarded the
Institution's binoculars in 1983 and the gold badge in 1991.
December
John Clemens Kennedy JP, Newquay branch chairman since
1965. Also an crew member until he was 45, Mr Kennedy was
awarded the gold badge in 1986 and gold bar in 1994.
May 1997
Robert 'Bobby' Brunton DSM, former Tynemouth lifeboat
coxswain. Robert joined the Tynemouth lifeboat in 1948
progressing from signaller to second coxswain and becoming
coxswain in 1962, a position which he held until his retirement
in 1976.
Mrs Dorothy Ewart, vice president of the Dover ladies
lifeboat guild from 1981 until her death in her 97th year. Mrs
Ewart was a vice chairman from 1965 to 1974 and chairman
from 1974 to 1981. She was awarded the silver badge in
1974.
Mr S J Atkinson-Carter, Bishops Waltham branch press
officer from 1980 to 1985. He was vice chairman from 1981 to
1985 and 1992 to 1996, chairman from 1985 to 1987 and 1988
to 1992 and box secretary and speaker from 1992 until his
death. He was awarded the silver badge in 1990.
June
John Ardus, Hoylake lifeboat station honorary secretary
between 1985 and 1997. John was deputy launching authority
at Hoylake between 1983 and 1985 and was awarded
binoculars in 1995.
Bill Gough. Cowbridge branch press officer since 1986. Mr
Gough joined the committee in 1977 and organised house-to-
house collections. He was awarded a statuette in 1992
Mrs Joan Beynon, Porthcawl ladies guild founder member,
former secretary, treasurer and souvenir secretary. Mrs
Beynon remained an active member of Porthcawl fundraising
branch, becoming president in 1997. She was awarded the
gold badge in 1994.
July
Joe Adams, honorary life governor since 1993. Mr Adams
served the Hastings lifeboat station from 1956 to 1993 in
various capacities, including, honorary secretary, joint honorary
secretary, deputy launching authority and chairman. He was
awarded the binoculars in 1966 and gold badge in 1975. In
1977 he was awarded HM The Queen's Silver Jubilee Medal.
Mrs L Wheatley, Southampton guild flag week organiser and
souvenir secretary from 1981 until her death. Mrs Wheatley
joined the guild in 1977 and was vice chairman from 1981 to
1988. She received the silver badge in 1989.
Mrs A Smart, Biddenden, Headcorn and district branch
founder member and honorary secretary from 1985 until her
death. She had worked for the RNLI for over 35 years in
several branches in the following capacities: Crouch End
branch LBWO/PRO 1963-69, Hornsey branch committee
member 1963-69 and honorary secretary 1969-79, Totteridge
branch honorary secretary 1979-83 and Tenterden branch
committee member form 1984-85. She was awarded the
silver badge in 1977, the gold badge in 1988 and bar to the
gold badge in 1996.

Due to space restrictions we regret that only coxswains or
branch and guild officers with a minimum of 10 years

service will appear in this obituary column.
Obituaries intended for inclusion in this column should

be as brief as possible giving dates and details of posts
held and awards where applicable.
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Lifeboat Services
March April and May 1997
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Aberdeen. Grampian
Arun: Mar 24. 26 and Apr 8
D class: Mar 24, Apr 8. May 23
and 26
Abersoch. Gwynedd
Atlantic 21: Mar 18. 24, May 3
(twice), 17 and 27
Achill Island, Co Mayo
Waveney: Mar 1, 19 and Apr 12
Aith. Shetland
Arun: Apr 18 and 19
Aldeburgh. Suffolk
Mersey: Apr 5 and 21
Alderney Channel Islands
Trent: Mar 9 and Apr 7 (twice)
Relief Trent: Apr 28
Amble, Northumberland
Waveney: Mar 5 and Apr 15
D class: Apr 10 and 15
Angle, Pembrokeshire
Tyne: Mar 14, Apr 16, 30, May 5,
24 and 25 (twice)
Relief D class: Apr 5. 16 and 23
Anstruther, Fife
Mersey: Mar 16
Appledore, North Devon
Relief Tyne: Mar 18. Apr 1, May 4,
23 and 24
Atlantic 21: Mar 28. Apr 19, May
4 (twice), 5. 23 and 24
Aran Islands, Co Galway
Relief Arun: Mar 1. 7. 11. 27. 28
(twice), 30, Apr 9, 16, 21. 24. May
3. 4 and 7
Severn: May 19, 23 and 29

Arbroath Tayside
Mersey: Mar 11
Relief Mersey: May 11
D class: Mar 11
Arklow. Co Wicklow
Waveney: Mar 8 (three times)
Trent: Apr 15
Arran (Lamlash) Strathclyde
C class: Apr 3, May 1 and 4
Arranmore Co Donegal
Tyne: May 6, 8 and 26
Atlantic College, Vale of Glamor-
gan
Atlantic 21: Mar 9 and Apr 8
Ballycotton. Co Cork
Arun: Mar 7, 11, 16, 18, Apr 4, 14,
May 7. 14 and 15
Ballyglass Co Mayo
Relief Arun: Mar 8
Baltimore, Co Cork
Tyne: Mar 1, 16 and Apr 13
Barmouth Gwynedd
D class: Apr 13 and May 4
Barra Island, Western Isles
Arun: Mar 21 and May 5
Barrow, Cumbria
Tyne: Mar 27, 30, May 5 and 6
D class: Apr 10
Barry Dock, Vale of Glamorgan
Arun: Mar 18, Apr 6, 29, May 3
and 10
Relief Arun: May 11
Beaumaris, Anglesey
Relief Atlantic 21: Mar 1. 17. 19
and 29

Atlantic 21: Apr 13, 23, 27. May 4
(twice), 5, 10, 18, 24, 25 and 29
(twice)
Bembridge Isle of Wight
Tyne: Mar 10, Apr 19, May 4, 5, 8,
18 (twice), 23 (three times), 24, and
31 (twice)
D class: May 31 (twice)
Berwick-upon-Tweed. Northum-
berland
Relief D class: Mar 23
Blackpool. Lancashire
Atlantic 75: Apr 12 and May 3
Relief D class: Apr 12 and May 3
Blyth, Northumberland
Relief Trent: Apr 21
Trent: May 25
D class: May 14 and 27
Borth, Cardiganshire
D class: Mar 8, May 4. 18, 30 and
31
Bridlington, Humberside
Mersey: Mar 13, May 5 and 11
(twice)
D class: Mar 19. Apr 13, May 4
and 25
Brighton, East Sussex
Atlantic 21: Mar 2, 5, 23, 30, 31,
Apr8, 20, May 3, 19, 25 and 27
Broughty Ferry, Tayside
Arun: Apr 7 and 23
Relief D class: Apr 7, 13 and 23
Buckle. Grampian
Relief Arun: Mar 11
Arun: Apr 8 and May 10

Bude, Cornwall
D class: May 18 and 21
Bundoran, Co Mayo
Atlantic 75: Mar 6
Burnham-on-Crouch, Essex
Atlantic 75: Mar 6, 17, Apr 4 and
10
Burry Port, Carmarthenshire
D class: Mar 10, Apr 5, 8, May 24,
26. 29 (twice) and 31
Calshot. Hampshire
Brede: Mar 9 (twice), 10, 31. Apr
18, May 2, 10, 24 and 31
Campbeltown, Strathclyde
Arun: Mar 26, 27, 30, Apr 5 and
May 10
D class: Mar 27 and May 4
Cardigan, Cardiganshire
C class: Mar 11, Apr 19 (twice),
27 (twice), May 4, 11, 15, 21 and
31
Cleethorpes. Humberside
D class: Mar 9, 16 (twice), 22, 31.
Apr 1, 20, May 3 (twice), 4, 5 (three
times), 6 (four times), 7.11,18 and
25
Clifden, Co Galway
C class: Apr 15 and 18
Atlantic 21: May 31
Clogher Head, Co Louth
Mersey: May 5
Conwy, Conwy
D class: May 3 and 31
Courtown. Co Wexford
D class: Mar 8 (twice)

^•LIFEBOAT WEEKEND..,
at The Tregenna Castle Hotel, St.Ives °t

Friday evening 31st October to Monday morning 3rd November 1997

Enjoy a Luxurious Two or Three Night Weeke

at Cornwall's Premier Holiday Resort. Includes en-suite

accommodation, Dinner and Full English Breakfast.

Only £95.00 for a two night break or £120 for a three
night break per person from which £10 per booking will be

donated to the RNLI

Saturday 1st November 1997
Special Coach Excursion to Truro and River Cruise to

Falmouth, where the Falmouth Lifeboats will give a special

demonstration with a Royal Navy Helicopter (subject to oper-

ational requirements). Bullet lunch at the British Sailors

Society for Hotel Guests, Branch, Guild and Crew Members

in the company of Mike Vlasto, RNLI, Chief of Operations

and other RJNL1 Representatives. Return to Truro for Early

Christmas Shopping - £15 per person

Saturday Night Dinner/Dance with
Celebrity Guests and Speakers

South West Regional Prize'Draw to be held
on Saturday Night

First Prize - ^5,000 Holiday Voucher and
j£l,000 Spending Money

Sunday Evening - 2nd November
7pm Bonfire and Fireworks

TREGENNA CASTLE HOTEL
Golf & Country Club

. m
x ———

For Further Information & Bookings
Telephone: 01736 795254 or Fax 01736 796066
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Lifeboat Services continued

Criccieth Gwynedd
Atlantic 75: Mar 31 and May 2
Cromer, Norfolk
Mersey: Mar 16 and Apr 2
Relief D class: Apr 23, May 1 and
12
Cullercoats, Tyne and Wear
Atlantic 21: Apr 13 and 21
Douglas, Isle of Man
Tyne: Apr 5 and May 29
Dover, Kent
Thames: Mar 2
Severn: Mar 15, 18,26,31 (twice),
Apr 17, 25, 26, 28, May 18 (twice)
and 31
Dungeness, Kent
Relief Mersey: Mar 30, Apr 6, May
10 and 31
Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin
Trent: Mar 4 and Apr 13
Relief Trent: May 14, 17 and 20
D class: Apr 17, 20, May 4 and 17
Relief D class: May 22
Dunmore East, Co Waterford
Relief Waveny: Mar 16 and 30
Eastbourne, East Sussex
Mersey: Mar 3, 9 (four times), 12,
Apr 8, 10 (twice), 12, 28, May 9,
15, 16, 23, 26 and 31
D class: Apr 8
Relief D class: Apr 22, May 5, 26
and 31
Exmouth, South Devon
Trent: Apr 8, 20, 23, May 14 and
21
Relief D class: Mar 26, May 3
(twice), 5, 22, 25 and 26
D class: May 29 and 31 (twice)
Eyemouth Borders
Trent: May 18
Falmouth, Cornwall
Arun: Mar 6
Relief Severn: May 20 and 30
Atlantic 21: May 9 and 12
Filey, North Yorkshire
Mersey: Mar 13 and May 21
D class: May 28
Fishguard, Pembrokeshire
Relief Arun: Apr 5 and 7
Trent: May 5 and 31
D class: May 17
Flamborough, Humberside
Atlantic 75: Mar 7, 9, 14, 16, May
4, 8 and 29
Fleetwood, Lancashire
Relief Tyne: Apr 7, 22 and May 4
D class: Mar 28
Relief D class: Apr 22, 24 and
May 4 (twice)
Flint, Flintshire
D class: Mar 9, Apr 1, May 4 (three
times)
Fowey, Cornwall
Relief Waveney: Mar 23, 27 and
Apr 5
Trent: Mar 6, 8, Apr 7, 26, May 3,
6 and 27
Relief D class: Mar 8, 23, Apr 3, 7,
10 and May 27
Fraserburgh, Grampian
Tyne: Mar 3 and May 28
Galway, Co Galway
Atlantic 21: Mar 5, 16, 22, Apr 5,
20 and 29
Girvan, Strathclyde
Mersey: Apr 14, 21, May 26 and
27
Happisburgh Norfolk
Relief D class: May 17 and 26
Hartlepool Cleveland
Waveney: Mar 20, 21, Apr 26, May
22 (three times) and 31
Atlantic 21: Mar 31, Apr 2, 13 and
May 22
Harwich, Essex
Severn: Apr 2, 5, 21, 28, 30 and
May 10

Atlantic 21: Mar 2, 31, Apr 2, 3, 5,
11, 28, May 8, 10 (twice), 21, 24
(twice) and 28
Hastings, East Sussex
Mersey: Mar 20, 26, 30 and May
14
D class: Mar 31, Apr 11, 26, May
23, 26, 27, 30 and 31
Hayling Island, Hampshire
Atlantic 75: Mar 8 (twice), 9 (four
times), 16, 17, 18, 30, Apr 1, 2
(twice), 5, 6, 23, 25 (twice),
26, May 3, 16, 19, 24 (twice) and
31 (twice)
D class: Mar 9, 28, 30, Apr 2, 5
and May 3
Helensburgh, Strathclyde
Relief Atlantic 21: Mar 2, 4, 8, 10
(twice), 24, 28, Apr 4, 10, 12, 26
(twice), May 8 (twice), 13, 14, 15,
16 (three times), 18 and 29
Relief Atlantic 21: May 31
Helvick Head, Co Waterford
Atlantic 21: Mar 16 and May 18
Holyhead, Anglesey
Tyne: Mar 22, Apr 16, 17, May 1,
4 and 28
D class: Mar 22 and May 4
Horton and Port Eynon, Swansea
D class: Mar 25 and May 26
Hoylake, Merseyside
Mersey: May 4
Humber, East Yorkshire
Severn: Mar 9, 21, 22, Apr 24, 25,
May 3, 5 (twice), 10 and 17
Relief Arun: Apr 16 and May 21
Hunstanton, Norfolk
Atlantic 21: Mar 1, Apr 13 (twice)
and 20
Inshore Lifeboat Centre Cowes,
Isle of Wight
Atlantic 75: Apr 8
Atlantic 75: May 8
Atlantic 21: May 12
llfracombe, North Devon
Mersey: Mar 18, Apr 8, 21, May
16, 25 and 27
D class: Apr 23, May 5, 16, 25 and
27
Invergordon, Highland
Trent: Apr 2
Islay, Strathclyde
Severn: Mar 11, 26, 30 and May
5,
Relief Arun: Apr 22 and May 17
Kilkeel, Co Down
Relief Atlantic 21: Mar 29, Apr 19
(twice), 20 and May 31
Kilmore Quay, Co Wexford
Mersey: Mar 11, 28, 29, May 10,
17, 20, 24 and 28
Kilrush, Co Clare
Atlantic 75: May 20
Kinghorn, Fife
Atlantic 75: Mar 13, 20, 22, 23,
Apr 4, 16, May 26 and 29
Kippford, Dumfries and Galloway
D class: Apr 26
Kirkcudbright, Dumfries and Gal-
loway
Atlantic 21: Mar 20 and 24
Kirkwall, Orkney
Arun: Mar 15 and Apr 10
Relief Arun: May 11
Kyle of Lochalsh, Highland
Atlantic 21: Apr 1, 2, 4 and 13
Largs Strathclyde
Atlantic 21: Mar 9, 29, Apr 5, 20,
21, 28, May 1, 16, 17, 24 and 31
(twice)
Larne, Co Antrim
Waveney: Mar 21
Relief Waveney: Apr 19, May 3
and 12
Relief D class: Apr 19, May 3 and
4
D class: May 29

Lerwick, Shetland
Arun: Apr 2, 4 (twice), 7 (twice),
and 12
Little & Broad Haven,
Pembrokeshire
D class: Mar 16, Apr 4, May 4, 25
and 26 (twice)
Littlehampton, West Sussex
Atlantic 21: Mar 6 (twice), 7, 17,
30, Apr 5 (twice), 12, 20 (twice),
27, May 15, 30 and
31 (twice)
The Lizard, Cornwall
Tyne: May 7
Llandudno, Conwy
Mersey: Apr 22
D class: Mar 6, Apr 5, 13, 22, May
1 (twice), 13, 25 and 30
Lochinver, Highland
Arun: Apr 15 and May 6
Lyme Regis, Dorset
Atlantic 21: Mar 28, Apr 6, 29, May
3 (twice) and 25
Lymington, Hampshire
Atlantic 21: Apr 15, 25, 27, May 3,
9, 18 and 21
Lytham St. Annes, Lancashire
Tyne: Mar 30, Apr 2 and May 26
Relief D class: Mar 8
D class: Apr 2, 9 and May 8
Mablethorpe, Lincolnshire
D class: May 1, 3, 5 (twice) and
25 (twice)
Mallaig, Highland
Arun: Mar 13, 28, Apr 3, 13, 14
and 23
Marazion, Cornwall
D class: Apr 7, May 9 and 26
Margate, Kent
Mersey: Mar 9, 26, Apr 28 and
May 25
D class: Apr 10 and May 14
Minehead Somerset
Atlantic 75: May 8, 29 and 31
D class: Mar 23 and May 4 (twice)
Moelfre, Anglesey
Tyne: Mar 28, Apr 3, 28, May 4
(twice) and 28 (twice)
D class: Mar 22, Apr 3 (twice), May
4 (twice), 14, 30 and 31
Montrose, Tayside
D class: Mar 30
Morecambe, Lancashire
Relief D class: Apr 5
D class: May 10, 15 and 25 (twice)
Mudeford, Dorset
Atlantic 21: Mar 2, 14, 16,24,28,
April 11, 12, 14, 20, 25, 29, May
17, 21 and 28
The Mumbles, Swansea
Tyne: Mar 12, 25, Apr 17, May 1
and 26
D class: Mar 20, 28 (twice), May
1,4, 25 and 26
Newbiggin, Northumberland
Atlantic 21: Mar 18
New Brighton, Merseyside
Atlantic 21: Mar 22, 27, 30, Apr 6,
May 1,20 and 26
Newcastle, Co Down
Mersey: Apr 19
D class: Mar 23
Newhaven, East Sussex
Arun: Mar 1,16, Apr 9, 16 and May
31 (twice)
Relief Arun: May 22, 26 and 27
Newquay, Cornwall
Atlantic 75: Mar 11, 16 and 25
Relief Atlantic 75: Mar 26, Apr 21,
23, May 5, 20 and 29
D class: Mar 9, 16, 22, 26, Apr 21
and 23
Relief D class: May 20
New Quay, Cardiganshire
Relief Mersey: May 5
D class: Mar 22, May 24 and 28
(twice)
North Berwick, Lothian
D class: Mar 9, May 24, 28 and 31
North Sunderland Northumber
land

Mersey: Mar 30, Apr 29 (twice),
D class: Mar 9 and 30
Oban, Strathclyde
Brede: Mar 6, 8, 29, 30, Apr 4, 5
(twice), 24, 26 (twice), 28, May 6,
18, 19 (twice), 22, 24, 25, 28 and
30 (twice)
Padstow, Cornwall
Relief Tyne: Mar 11, 17, 20 and
21
Tyne: May 7
Peel, Isle of Man
Relief Mersey: May 3, 4 (twice)
and 8
Penarth, Vale of Glamorgan
Atlantic 75: Mar 16, 22, 28, May 8
and 31
D class: Mar 2, 4, 30, Apr 6 and 8
Penlee, Cornwall
Arun: Apr 29 and May 5
Peterhead, Grampian
Tyne: Mar 7
Plymouth, South Devon
Arun: Mar 9, Apr 3, 6, 18, 19, May
3 and 4
Poole, Dorset
Brede: Mar 9 (four times)
Relief Brede: Mar 13 (twice), Apr
29, May 4, 17, 18
Atlantic 75: Mar 9 (four times), 13,
16,18, 24, Apr 22, 29 (twice), May
3, 5, 10, 16 and 18
Portaferry, Co Down
Atlantic 75: Mar 22 and 29
Port Erin, Isle of Man
Atlantic 21: Apr 8
Relief Atlantic 21: May 4
Porthcawl, Bridgend
Atlantic 75: Mar 9 and May 1
Porthdinllaen, Gwynedd
Tyne: Apr 16 and May 29
Port Isaac, Cornwall
D class: Apr 13, 20 (twice), May
8, 11, 12 and 22
Portpatrick, Dumfries and Gallo-
way
Tyne: Apr 5
Portree, Isle of Skye
Trent: Apr 2, 13 and 18
Portrush, Co Antrim
Arun: Mar 25 and May 10
Relief D class: May 10
D class: May 31
Portsmouth, Hampshire
Atlantic 75: Mar 10, 20, 28 (twice),
30 Apr 2, 6 (three times), 12, 13,
May 4, 7, 11, 14 and 15
D class: Mar 28 (twice), 30, Apr 2,
6 (three times), 12, 13, 21, May 4
and 7 (twice)
Port St. Mary, Isle of Man
Arun: Mar 16 (twice) and May 4
PortTalbot, Neath and PortTalbot
Relief D class: Mar 10 and 29
D class: Apr 27
Pwllheli, Gwynedd
Mersey: May 4
D class: Mar 28 and May 11
Queensferry, Lothian
Atlantic 21: Mar 9 (twice), Mar 23
(three times), 26, 29, 30, Apr 4, 8,
9, 10, 12, 16, 24 and
May 1
Atlantic 75: May 25
Ramsey, Isle of Man
Mersey: May 4 (twice)
Ramsgate, Kent
Trent: Mar 4, 19, 26, Apr 16, 20
and May 4 (twice)
Atlantic 21: Mar 30, 31, Apr 11,
16, 17 and May 28
Redcar, Cleveland
Atlantic 21: Mar 23, Apr 27 (twice)
and May3
Rock, Cornwall
D class: Mar 28
Rosslare Harbour, Co Wexford
Arun: Apr 19 and May 18
Rye Harbour, East Sussex
Relief Atlantic 75: Mar land 12
Atlantic 75: Mar 16, 30 (twice), Apr
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20, May 18, 26 and 31
St. Abbs, Borders
Atlantic 21: Apr 21
St. Agnes, Cornwall
D class: Mar 9
St. Bees, Cumbria
Atlantic 75: Apr 10 •
St. Catherine, Channel Islands
Atlantic 21: May 1 and 2
St. Helier, Channel Islands
Relief Tyne: Apr 10, May 1, 2, 8
and 14
St. Ives, Cornwall
Mersey: Mar 11, Apr 20, May 24
and 30
D class: Mar 11, Apr 2, 7, 11, 14
and May 4
D class: May 24 (twice) and 30
St. Mary's, Isles of Scilly
Arun: Mar 26
St. Peter Port, Channel Islands
Severn: Mar 1
Arun: Mar 7 and May 9
Salcombe, South Devon
Tyne: Mar 27, Apr 5 (twice), 9, 17,
May 9, 10 (twice), 11, 25, 26 and
28
Scarborough, North Yorkshire
Mersey: Apr 1, 23 and May 18
D class: Mar 30, Apr 1, May 1 and
18
Selsey, West Sussex
Tyne: Mar 9, 27, May 4 and 24
D class: May 3 and 16
Sennen Cove, Cornwall
Mersey: Mar 11, Apr 8 and May 5
D class: Apr 8
Relief D class: May 28
Sheerness, Kent
Trent: Mar 4, 9 (five times), 10, 28,
Apr 19, 27, May 2 and 11
D class: Mar 2, 4, 28, 31, Apr 6, 8,
May3, 11,13, 25 and 31 (twice)
Silloth, Cumbria
Atlantic 75: Mar 30, Apr 10, 26 and
May 26
Skegness, Lincolnshire
Mersey: Mar 31
D class: Mar 31
Skerries, Co Dublin
D class: Mar 7
Southend-on-Sea, Essex
Atlantic 21: Mar 3, 6, 9 (three
times), 14, 22, 23, 30, Apr 7 and
10
D class: Mar 14, 22, 23 and Apr
12
Southwold, Suffolk
Relief Atlantic 21: Mar 9 and 16
Atlantic 21: May 4
Staithes and Runswick North
Yorkshire
Atlantic 21: May 20
Stornoway, Western Isles
Arun: Mar 5, 9, 11, 16, Apr 10 and
May 16
Stranraer, Dumfries and Galloway
D class: Apr 5
Stromness, Orkney
Arun: Mar 6, 10, Apr 2 and 28
Sunderland, Tyne and Wear
Waveney: Mar 1 and 17
Trent: Mar 30, Apr 8, 13, 21, 23,
27, May 9, 13, 16 and 20
D class: Mar 1 and Apr 8
Relief D class: Apr 24, 27, May 9,
16 and 28
Swanage, Dorset
Relief Mersey: Mar 29, Apr 4, 10,
May 9 and 11
D class: Mar 28, 29, Apr 27, May
4, 5 (twice), 9, 11 (twice) and 19
Teesmouth, Cleveland
Tyne: Mar 8 and Apr 27
Teignmouth, South Devon
Atlantic 21: Mar 9, 14, 21, 24, 28,
Apr 2, 14, 20, 27 (twice), May 2,
10, 25 and 29
Tenby, Pembrokeshire
Tyne: Mar 10, 11 (twice), 24, Apr
11, 21, May2and5

D class: Mar 11, 28, Apr 9, May
11 and 26
Tighnabruaich, Strathclyde
C class: May 9 (twice), 24 and 28
Tobermory, Strathclyde
Arun: Mar 8, 10, 11, 12, 31, Apr
22, 26, May 4, 5, 15, 18, 24 and 31
(twice)
Torbay, South Devon
Arun: Mar 7, 9, Apr 9, May 28 and
31
Relief Arun: Mar 27 and Apr 5
D class: Mar 2, 27, Apr 1,3,6, 9,
10, 27 (twice). May 10, 11,24,25,
30 and 31 (twice)
Trearddur Bay, Anglesey
Atlantic 75: Apr 10 (twice), 13, 19,
26, May 1, 3, 4 (twice), 5, 30 and
31
Troon, Strathclyde
Arun: Mar 26, Apr 8, 13, 19, May
18, 21, 23, 25 and 31 (twice)
Tynemouth, Tyne and Wear
Arun: Mar 1, 2, Apr 8, 21 and May
20
D class: Mar 16 (twice), Apr 8, 16,
21 and May 28
Valentia, Co Kerry
Severn: Mar 9, Apr 14, 19, 20 and
23
Walmer, Kent
Atlantic 21: May 18 (twice) and 24
D class: Apr 8, May 15 and 18
Walton and Frinton, Essex
Tyne: Mar 21
West Kirby, Merseyside
D class: Mar 9, Apr 28 and May 7
Relief D class: May 11 (twice), 18
and 30
West Mersea, Essex
Relief Atlantic 21: Mar 10
Atlantic 21: Mar 26, 27 (twice), 30,
Apr 11,20, 29, May 4, 10 (twice),
11 (twice), 18, 24, 27
and 31 (twice)
Weston-super-Mare Somerset
Atlantic 21: Mar 30, Apr 23, May
7, 10 and 26
D class: Mar 30, May 10 and 26
Weymouth, Dorset
Arun: Mar 9, 23 (twice), 30, 31,
Apr 4 and 6
Whitby, North Yorkshire
Trent: Mar 9, 16, Apr 2, 15 (three
times) and 20
Relief Trent: May 10 and 29
Relief D class: Apr 2
Whitstable, Kent
Atlantic 21: Mar 1 (twice), 26, 27,
29, 30, Apr 9, May 4 (twice), 5, 6
(twice) and 13
Relief Atlantic 21: May 26, 28, 30
and 31 (twice)
Wick, Highland
Trent: Mar 19
Wicklow, Co Wicklow
Tyne: Mar 2, Apr 3, 29 and May 4
D class: May 4 and 5
Withernsea, East Yorkshire
D class: Apr 28 (twice) and May
18
Yarmouth, Isle of Wight
Arun: Mar 9, 15, 24, 27, 31, Apr
25, 27 (twice), 30, May 3, 4, 6, 18,
19, 30 (twice) and 31 (five
times)
Youghal, Co Cork
Atlantic 21: Mar 16 (twice)

On Passage:
ON 1029 Waveney: Apr 7
ON 1094 Tyne: Apr 5 (twice)

The services listed are for
those which returns had

been received at RNLI
Headquarters by 17 July
1997. There may be other
services for which returns

had not been received.

BARRU

MARINE DIVISION
Suppliers of

OUTBOARD ENGINES
DM I I INSHORE
AlHL.1 LIFEBOATS

for over 25 years

to the

As a result of an appeal to raise funds
by the Lawnflite garden machinery

division of E.P.BARRUS Ltd.
A new 'D Class' Inshore lifeboat
named 'RNLB LAWNFLITE' was

presented to the RNLI in May this
year, to enter service as a relief craft

around the UK.

LjoUTBOARDS
are supplied with zero defects and are

adapted to meet the stringent and
safety perfomance requirements

specified by the RNLI

For full information on outboards 2 to 250hp contact:

MARINE DIVISION

Launton Road, Bicester

Oxfordshire. 0X6 OUR.

01869 363636
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ALASKA 2000
TWIN ZIP BOOT
_FOR MEN

Check these luxury features
*Tec/)n/ca//y Advanced Non-Crack TPR Soles

* Treated Leaf her To Withstand Winter Conditions
* Genuine YKK Zips-

The World's Best!
Don't confuse with other advertised boots of similar design

- there is NO SUBSTITUTE for new ALASKA 2000. The
result of continual improvement in footwear

design technology, this superior boot is the
ultimate in REAL LEATHER THERMAL

FOOTWEAR and is only available from
Clifford James.
The essential winter commuter boot,
ALASKA 2000 combines the comfort
benefits of soft, supple luxury leather
and the protective warmth of a snug
thermal pile lining. Fitted with top quality

YKK twin zips for easy access and slip on
fitting perfection. The tough, flexible technically

advanced non-crack TPR SOLE
ncorporates a specially designed
reverse grip tread to aid ,
stability.

SHOWING TWIN
SELF LOCKING
YKK ZIPS FOR
EASY ACCESS

REPLACEMENT
THERMAL INSOLES
WITH EACH PAIR

SIZES - 6,7,8,9,10,11,12 & 13.
COLOURS - BLACK or BROWN.
STYLE REF - AL (Black). ALR (Brown).

PURE WOOL LINED

THERMAL
FOR MEN & WOMEN

With their unique universal fitting design, these slippers allow even the most difficult to fit feet the easiest of
access. The totally adjustable Velcro® flap fastening ensures that perfect fit at a

touch • whatever the shape of your feet!
Superbly crafted in a luxury thermal velour fabric with

an exceptionally thick thermal lining of PURE
WOOL. A sturdy cushioning sole and ^ |̂

heel provides a barrier of thermal
warmth against the cold chills of

winter.

EVE
FOR WOMEN
UP TO SIZE 9

VELCRO-
WRAPOVER
FASTENING
EASY ACCESS
FEATURE

SIZES:-
3,4,5,6,7,8 & 9.
COLOUR:-
BLUE CHECK
STYLE REF - EVE

SIZES:-
6,7,8,9,10,11,124 13.
COLOUR:-
GREY CHECK.
STYLE REF -AD

ADAM
FOR MEN

UP TO SIZE 13

WE DESPATCH ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY
But please notify us only it your order has NOT been
received within 21 days. Money refunded or size changed
tor complete satistaction.
FREE COLOUR CATALOGUE sent on request
CALLERS WELCOME Monday to Saturday 9am to 5.30pm.

-*-
ames

(Dept LB5I High Street Ripley. Surrey GU23 6AF

STYLE
MEN;; «;>AM
WOMENS EVE
ALASKA BLACK
ALASKA BROWN

CODE
AD
EVE
AL

ALR

SIZE QTV PRICE

I enclose Cheque/PO.s payable to Clifford James for

Total £
OR debit my MASTERCARD/VISA/SWITCH card

Number

MASTERCARD/VISA/SWITCH CARD HOLDERS

0990 230 303 CLIFFORD JAMES (Dept LB5)
High Street RIPLEY. Surrey GU23 6AF

Occasionally our customer lists are offered to carefully screened companies whose products or
services may be of interest. Should these mailings not be required please advise us.
CLIFFORD JAMES - established 27 years - is NOT associated with any other mall order footwear company

— • Esher Mail Order Ltd. Reg.No. 981703 Eng. --- 1



NEW! The Massed Bands of
Her Majesty's Royal Marines
at The Mountbatten Festival
of Music, 1997
Recorded live at the Royal Albert Hall. "The
Mountbatten Festival of Music 1997" is the
latest in a long line of musical triumphs by the
Royal Marines Band Service.

Following on from the superb recordings by
the Plymouth Band and the Band of HM Royal
Marines Commandos which are specially
available to Lifeboat readers, we are now
delighted to be able to offer the Massed Bands
of Her Majesty's Royal Marines recorded live at
the 'showcase' event of the year in the Royal
Marines Bands' calendar. The programme,
which covers the whole range of styles from formal fanfares and
orchestral pieces right through the musical spectrum to Big Band and show
tunes, has contributions from the Americans John Williams - "Summon the
Heroes" and Cole Porter, Austria's Franz von Suppe - "Poet and Peasant
Overture", Russia's Peter Illyich Tchaikovsky - "1812", Czechoslovakia's
Antonin Dvorak - "Rusalka's Song to the Moon", France's Jacques Offenbach
- "Orpheus in the Underworld" and Maurice Ravel - "Bolero" whilst not
forgetting our own Sir Vivian Dunn - "The Admirals Regiment" and Gustav
Hoist - the "Jupiter" theme rearranged to create "World in Union".

"This concert was again testimony to the fine musicianship, consistently
displayed and widely acknowledged by musicians from all walks of life.
The superb quality provided by the Royal Marines Band Service is a
refreshing and consistent commodity in these days of streamlining,
downsizing and all the rest of the jargon that is used when the grim reaper
scythes his way through national treasures. The Bands of Her Majesty's
Royal Marines are without doubt a jewel in the nation's crown".

Captain Ian McElligott, Director of Music of the Parachute Regiment

All profits from RNLI (SALES) Ltd go to

PRICES:
CDs-£12.00* each
Cassettes-£8.00* each

SPECIAL
MEMBERS'

OFFER!
If two or more ordered

CDs-£11.50* each
Cassettes-£7.50* each

(Prices include P&P on all
orders from within the UK) -
Overseas postal rates on request

the Institution!

For further information
on any of the above recordings
including full play lists, please sends.a.e.

PLEASE ADDRESS ALL ORDERS AND ENQUIRIES TO:
RNLI WEST COUNTRY GROUP

A DIVISION OK RNLI (SALES) LTD.

WEST ROCK, THE CLEAVE, KTNGSAND, TORPOINT,
CORNWALL PL10 INF. TEL: (01752) 822638

ALL CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO: RNLI
(Please allow 28 days for delivery)

B O A T B U I L D E R S

The Choice of the
discerning

• Full Repair & Maintenance

• Custom Build Facility (Power & Sail)

• Mobile Crane up to 25 tons

• Summer & Winter Lay-up/Storage

• Dry Boat Sailing

• Chandlery • Car Parking

Determining who should be entrusted with the construction of your
vessel is as important as selecting it's design and overall specification. It's a
matter of personal confidence.

Whatever your persuasion, Power or Sail, you'll find the credentials of
Bucklers Hard Boatbuilders unsurpassed in the construction and fitting
out of custom designed craft.

Our reputation has been established through tailoring the most
successful designs to suit owner's specifications precisely, without
compromising our integrity for quality and attention to detail and you will
be pleasantly surprised how we build in value without adding to cost.

For more information about Bucklers Hard
Boatbuilders please call Nigel Rickman on
(01590) 616214 or Fax (01590) 616267

Bucklers Hard Boat Builders Ltd., The Agamemnon Boat Yard,
Bucklers Hard, Beaulieu, Hampshire SO42 7XB



The Lifeboat SMALL ADS

. MALTA
Family run guest house. B&B. air conditioned
rooms, bar. home cooking, restaurant. TV
room, sunroof with sunbeds, situated in centre
of village 'champagne comforts for lemonade
money'. C14 p/p/p/night. Self catering villas
with private pool sleep 4-10 persons from E70
p/n. A 5% discount to all RNLI members.

SPLENDID GUEST HOUSE,
PARISH PRIEST MAGRI STREET,

MELLIEHA, MALTA. TEL (00356) 523602

FLORIDA
3 bedroom. 2 bathroom detached villa. 8 minutes

Disney. Sleeps 8 Heated screened pool Now
booking 1998 Tel. (01843) 231330 for brochure

Kyrenia, North Cyprus.
Village House from £70 pw in
Winter to £220 pw in Summer;

Excellent weather all year; friendly
people; low cost of living; flowers.

Details from (0171) 931 7211

rlvine from Heathrow?
hui iu 'K ^iirst house nnl\ 10 numitrs

irom Heathrow. Kas\ am-ss m A
M40. M4, M25. All rooms with lolum
^ [\, l c - . i Collcc lac i l iu . jjyj

Licensed bar. evening meal.
Parking for holiday period.

ShepUton Lodge, 31 Shepiston Lane,
Hayes, Middx UBS 1LJ.

Tel: 0181-573 0266 Fax: 0181-569 2536

LONDON SWl

HOTEL
37 Eccleston Square, Victoria,

London SW1V 1PB. Tel: 0171-828 6812
Ideal, central, quiet location overlooking

magnificent gardens on fringe of Belgravia.
Comfortable Single DoubleTwin/Family Rooms.

Good ENGLISH BREAKFAST. MODERATE
PRICES. EGON RONAY/RAC

FREE COLOUR BROCHURE AVAILABLE

Mold near 'Chester'
Super hidden cottage - perfect
peace, rural setting with views.

Brochure (01606) 871 760 anytime.

Wells, North Norfolk
Comfortable cottage near quay NI conservation area
Excellent sandy beaches, sailing, walking, bird watching
Snort breaks / weekly Brochure. (01328) 710395

WELIS-NEXT-THE-SEA, NORFOLK
Two cosy, clean cottages, sleep 4. no pets. Ideal
location for birdwatching. walking, unspoilt
North Norfolk coast. Telephone: 01328 711220

CRUISE THROUGH THE
COUNTRYSIDE

Aboard our owner operated Hotel
Narrowboats on the canals and rivers of
England and Wales. Choose from 21
different routes. Enjoy fine food, walking.
care and comfort. Single/twin/double en
suite cabins. 5/7 nights
Inland Waterway Holiday Cruises,
Greenham Lock Cottage, London Road,
Newbury, Berkshire RGt4 SSN.
Tel: (0831)
110811.
Fax:(01635)
42884

MM \sTKK CVM1. |Mi.-»a> I,, inr Uk.- hi- ir i . I
jtxl III,- ll.dr> 1 iivun , I . I I T I . H | > . . < I - lor wt-rkK lurr i , t
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Cornwall, Lizard Peninsular-1 milequiet
fishing village of Coverack. Comfortable,
heated. 2 bedroom bungalow with colour
TV. available all year. Set in one and a half
acres of attractive gardens in an area of
outstanding natural beauty, close to moors.
Superb cliff walks, beaches and boating.

(01326) 280454

Cornish Traditional
Cottages
Sell-catering cottages
on both coasts
of Cornwall
anil on Scillv

CORNWALL - THE HELFORD RIVER
BISHOPS QUA\. ROMANTIC WATERFRO\T

HOUSE - SLEEPS 4-1,. C.H. * LOG FIRE.
UMQUE SITUATION FOR BIRDWATCH1NG,
WALKING AND BOATING. DINGHIES FOR

WUR USE « SECRIT GARDEN.
AVAILABLE ALL YEAR. (01326) 221 297

FLUSHING, CORNWALL
Comfortably furnished quayside holiday cot-
tage, sleeping six in three bedrooms, situated
in the centre of this quiet village on beautiful
Falmouth harbour. Views across the water to
Greenbank and the Royal Cornwall YC.

Phone Mr A Bromley,
Ringwood (01425) 476660 or write

22 Gravel Lane. Ringwood. Hants BH24 1LN

CORNWALL AT ITS BEST
Cit l lan Creek - Hellord area. Pr ivate heach.
Comfortable, wel l equipped cottages, sleep
2 to y. Superb views, ideal all w a t e r ac t iv i -
ties, peaceful walks . Moorings available
Open all > e a r . C'arne Haven Holidays -

Tel. 101.1261 2.112-1-1 (any t ime)

Flushing Corn wall
B&B in former Captain's house. Fine river

views. Centre of beautiful village. Passenger
ferry lo Falmoulh. Tel (01326) 374521

Restronguet, Nr Falmouth
Peaceful, picturesque waters edge hamlet.

Comfortable houses, sleep 4/8 (two
bathrooms). Own gardens, quay, slip and

beach. Boating facilities. Near Pandora Inn
Restaurant. Open all year. Dogs allowed

Peter Watson. Restronguet. Falmouth.
Tel (01326) 372722

SIDMOUTH SEAFRONT
Centrally situated on the level seatront, all
rooms en-suite with col. TV and tea/coffee
makers. Tasteful home cooking, licensed.

(. Htnj; Parking Colt, tennis, put t ing and
new pool nearbv. Admire the beautiful

i;.mlens and lovely beaches in th i s area ot
Outstanding \atural Beauty.

For colour brochure, tariff tlmt
biiTftain break tlt'tiiils. pl?asr contact;

iflarlborougf) Jjotel
Esplanade
Sidmouth

Devon EX10 8AR
Tel: 01395 513320

PLYMOUTH HOE•DEVON
AAi C^S î ^Z^> RAC.,

IMPERIAL HOTEL - 22 bedrooms mostly
en-suite • Nautical Cocktail bar - 20% dis-
count lor Shoreline members and friends •
Details contact resident proprietor Lt Cdr
Alan K. Jones RNR Retd. Colour brochure
and tariff Plymouth (01752) 227311

South Devon,
beautiful National Trust Area

Situated in rural coastal valley one mile from sandy beach.
Award winning luxury barns converted into thirteen holiday
cottages, with heated indoor and outdoor swimming pools,

dining room and bar, tennis and croquet.
Ideal area for walking, bird watching, horse riding,

fishing and all water sports.
Court Barton Ltd. South Huish. Kmgsbridge.

Devon. TQ7 3EH. Tel; 01546 561919

BLUE HAVEN HOTEL. BEATON, CORNWALL
Panoramic sta \ i c u v en-sui te rooms,

glorious t ranqui l w a l k i n g touring location.
Brochure Tel: <OI50J | 250.UO

FALMOUTH, CORNWALL
Port Pendennis Harbour Village.

Luxury waterside apartment in award
winning development. Two bedrooms.

sleeps 4, also available Autumn.
Overlooking marina.

berth available.

Tel (01386) 250339

HELFORD RIVER - ST ANTHONY
Super waterside collages and apart-
ments in beautitul unspoilt setting. Boat-
ing and moorings. Tel. (01326) 231357

POLRUAN. CORNWALL- \Vhrre the
t i v r r Ko\vr\ nu-cts t he v.i. Old t i shc- i -
man's cottage a tc\s pat r shom thrqiiav.
Sleeps 4. YVoodbnrni'i. liood pubs. NT
w a l k s IV.u i- & t ranqui l l i ty . People say
'Good Morning' . Village- shops. Rfason-
.t l i l i - i an-s. Brochure 01726 870582.

Sennen Cove Cornwall
Comfortahk tl.n for 4 with panoramic sc.i
views and only 5 minutes walk from sandy

heach. Careful pet owners welcome.
Weekly, weekend and mid-week rales available.

Call {019481 I . I . . M I u for brochure.

For the best selection of
Sett-Catering Accommodation

in Solcombe call
SALCOMBE HOLIDAY HOMES

3 Island Square. Island Street,
Salcombe, Devon TQ8 8DP

Tel: 01548 843485. Fax 01548 843489

STOKE GABRIEL, DEVON
Relax in a modern comfortable home with private

balcony and beautitul views of the River Dart. Doublt
and twin bedrooms, sleeps 4 Tel (01548) 853089

PLYMOUTH - Superbly appointed
accommodation for yourcompkie comfort
and relaxation, whether for business or
pleasure. Non-smoking,
E.T.B Listed - Highly Commended.
Telephone Jean Fisher for brochure at
Teviot Guest House. 20 North Rd East,
Plymouth I'M 6AS. 101752) 262656

iUALin
COTTAGES

Fisherman ' s Cottage, West Wales.
Beachside location in small village.

sleeps 4-6. Excellent for sailing,
walking and dolphin watching. Weeks
or weekend lets. Tel. (01446) 774(114

LAKE DISTRICT
Cottages and apartments hidden in secluded
private woodland (Roe-deer, red squirrels),
just 1 mile from Wmdermere Open all year.
English Tourist Board Commended (3-4 Key)

For brochure. Tel. 015 394 44558

L A K E D I S T R I C T

Ivy House Hotel
Howksheod, Cumbria LA22 ONS

Small tamily run hotel - sensibly priced.
Contact David or Jane lor brochure:

TK)»J monitoring Ml* -*nowt t«UJ ttM*
Alarms - 24 now log reading .count-down
Cnronoflwwr accuracy wnti 3 WTHJ zones
Tmw - MttabU from 24 hour* »

Inclutftng - a 24 hour e«ckwatî  tao
Cftronograpn that trMiiM wn« ol
*gni a 100th Mcond p*ooo*
ttopwatcrt
Eltctro-
•Lom,n*sc«nc» thai -nominates
bom (Mi ano og*» dwplay with
Night motto Ano*wd altoy
ca» MMKl U 25 fathoms witn

iMs it** back, butiona an
dcrown. icrMch iw»url mnwai

Strap m rM.grs«n. y*low. blua
t>ac* £89.95

p<ooiM Matrwr straps win* r*d.
tano. Mack £94.95
Stantou si»* OooW* Mcurny clasp
&>*»« £99.95

YATCHING INSTRUMENTS LIMITED. Boating Department
Uappowder. Sturminster Newton Dorset DT10 2EH

Tel:012S8ei7662Fu:01258ei7829 __
http: www.tlderrnilBr.co.uk "̂

CARGO SHIP VOYAGES LTD
World wide travel as passengers

on cargo ships. Tel: 01473 736265

r\. <

Fjimh-iuu lonni rv inn nrar Si Ca ih<- t i i i r \
\ i l . u n u 21 M.tlion ant! 1 ' n l i t r i i l u r v Mont
Orgueil casllr. 1-1 rooms all wnh shower &
WC, Kilmir TV& heating. B&B or H, B.

Open March to end of October.
.\tfmkrt of /,/j Ruutim.
Proprietor Mr* Ruth ('.t\r\
Tel: 0 52058 Fan; 0\ !l!MH57MI7

The Yacht Inn
South Esplanade

St Peter Port
Guernsey

Tel 01481 720969 Fax 716168
10 Ensuite rooms

1O% discount to RNLI members

ISLE OF MULL
Farm guesthouse (2 Crowns. Commended).
Taste of Scotland' member. Own inter-island
wildlife cruises. Also Tobermory seafront s/c
flat, overlooking harbour and lifeboat from
your window. Sleeps 6

Tel Fax (01688) 400264.
Adrioch. Dervalg, Isle ot Mull PA75 6QR.

ALL OVER SCOTLAND. Individual
holiday cottages of character. Ecosse
Unique Ltd. Lilliesleaf Melroie Rox.

TD6 9JD. Brochure: Tel: (01835) 870779

ISLES OF SCILLY
MINCARLO QUEST HOUSE • superb posi-
tion overlooking the harbour at St Mary's -
adjacent the Lifeboat Station. Run by the
same local family since 1945. All rooms H&C
and heating, some with en-suite facilities.
Tel. (01720) 422513 or write Colin Duncan

RAC
a?

RAC

A warm welcome, delightful garden, and

sea views over Falmouth Bay greet you on
your arrival at "Bosanneth". We offer you
the best in hospitalitv, and cuisine.

Tastefully decorated throughout we are a
quality licensed smalt hotel offering a
rela.\ing holiday or short break with that

personal touch that makes all the
difference, all rooms en-suite with full

facilities.

For brochure Tel/Fax. (01326) 314649
Ann or Eric, Cyllyngvase Hill,

Falmouth, Corn wall TR114DW J



SMALL ADS The Lifeboat

"Write,
the story

THE HISTORY OF YOUR STATION?
A FAMOUS RESCUE?

Is there a book in it?
Authors are invited to submit their
manuscripts for free assessment

THE OLD MUSEUM P6^
45 Bramber, West Sussex,

BN443WE. England.
N. Tel: 01903 816277 S

24 HOURS, 365 DAYS A YEAR
REAKDOWN ASSISTANCE

Sales Office, Unit 13, Hamble Point Marina,
4JD. FREEPHONE 0800 88 55 00

BIRTHDAY DUE? Give them an original
newspaper. Dated the very day they were born £ 19.

(01492) 5) I I 95 (9am-9pm every day)

C DINGHY COMPASS 1
£9.95

No maintenance. No wearing pans.
Fully internally gimhalled 360" in every direction.

Suitable for dinghies, sailhoards. life-rafts, runabouts
and tenders Mount jt jny angle.
Height 2". Huneraf MX <

Aiinlabiefnim Ihf best {handler* or send inch ± I in
YACHTING INSTRUMENTS LIMITED
Boating I >< pt . Mappowder. Slurminster

Newton. Dorset DT10 2EH
Td oi:w «]-«,:-FJX HUSH now

ACCESS anil I7.U urknmai A

GET WEATHER INFORMATION
FIRST HAND!

Haven't you always
wanted a
weather station?
The Weather Wizard III

combines all the most requested features
into one incredible package!
• FEATURES INCLUDE -

• Inside & Outside Temps • Wind Chill • Optional PC Interface
• Wind Speed & Direction • Alarms • Optional Rain Collector
• Highs & Lows

SEND FOR FREE COLOUR CATALOGUE
ICS Electronics Ltd
Unit V Rudford Industrial Estate __ fr_
FORD - Arundel • West Sussex BN18 OBD 3E E^ El

Tel: 01903 731101 • Fax: O19O3 7311O5

Join

THE SQUARE RIGGER CLUB
Registered Chanty No 280393

Sail m T.S. ROYALIST
The 100 ton brig of the SEA CADET CORPS

on a 1998 Adult Weekend
Fn 1 May - Mon 4 May from/To Gosport

Sat 13 June - Fn 19 June from/to Bnxham
Sat 18 Sept - Sun 20 Sept from/to Gosport

or
Sail as a Watch Officer with the Sea Cadets

during Weekly Six Day Cruises &
Cutty Sark Tall Ships' Races

and
Support this Chanty which

assists young Sea Cadets who sail in
T.S. ROYALIST throughout the year

(March to Novemberl

Writ* lor Membersh.p/Applic.Iion Form to:
John Marshall. Hon Sec

THE SQUARE RIGGER CLUB
48 St John's Road. Westcliffe-on-Sea

Essex SSO 7JZ Tel 1017021 341615

THE SPECIALISTS IN ALL FORMS OF SEA BURIAL
THE BRITANNIA SHIPPING COMPANY

FOR BURIAL AT SEA • LIMITED
Britannia House • Newton Poppleford • Mr. Sidmouth • Devon EX10 OEF.

Telephone Colaton Raleigh (01395) 568652 or Fax (01395) 567511 - 24 hours.

RACf

FOR YOUR CLUB OR CHARITY
RENT-A-RACE

PHONE 01932 222638 fOP YOUR SflOCHL/fif

PERFECT CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
RNLI PERSONALISED ITEMS

RNIJ BADGES
Embroidered Logo
and white or red

lettering on a Navy
Blue background

approx. 3'/2" x 3'/2"

INCUDES BRA NCI I.
cnu). STATK >\ ( m

ASRKQflRED

Ideal for blazers,
shirts, blouses. & wet
weatherwear. Perfect
when pullovers are

too hot!

£10
inc. lettering &

P&POJK)

RNLI PULLOVERS
V-Neck pullovers with RM.I Flag.

embroidered with your Name.
Branch. Station or Crew.

100% ACRYLIC -£22.00
Colours: Black. Bottle Green.

Burgundy. Navy. Red. Royal. N l \ e r .
Size* 36fl8", 38 10", i j i f .

in i,s >\ =;n S2"
100% LAMBSWOOL - £32.00

Colours: Bottle Cireen. Burgundy.
Graphite, \a\y. Royal.

As above

PRICES INCLUDE LETTERING
ANDP&POJK)

SPECIFY COLOUR, SIZE*
LETTERING WITH ORDER

RNLI WALL
PLAQUES
COLOURED

HOl'SEFLAG IN
RELIEF ON 61/'" x
V Z" VARNISHED

SHIELD

£20
inc.P&P(UK)
Engraved plate with

own wording
£5 extra

All profits from
RNLI (SALES) Ltd

go to the
Institution!

RNLI & SHAW & CO
PROVIDE A SCHEME FOR DONATING THOSE

UNWANTED SHARES
A simple way for you to support us by sending in UK listed
company share certificates, no matter how large or small.
Shaw & Co will sell the shares once they have collected

sufficient to make it viable.
Send certificates to John Farnhill, RNLI Share Scheme, RNLI

Headquarters, West Quay Road, Poole, Dorset BH15 1HZ and
your current address.

SHAW & CO LIMITED
A Member of The Meespierson Group of Companies

17 London Road, Southampton, Hants SO15 2AE
Tel. (01703) 234134 Fax (01703) 232307

Member of The London Stock Exchange Regulated by the Securities & Futures Authority
PRIVATE CLIENT STOCKBROKERS SINCE THE 1920's

r

PLEASE ADDRESS ALL ()KI ) I R s \\1) H\OI 'IRIES TO:
RNU WEST COUNTRY GROUP A DIVISION OF RNLI (SALES) LIMITED

WEST ROCK, THE CLEAVE, KINGSAND, TORPOINT, CORNWALL PL10 INF
TELEPHONE: (01752) 822638

ALL CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO: RNLI
^^^=^^^^= (Please allow 28 day.s for deliver)') ̂ ==^^^^^=

*mnl i—i

Lifeboats d
Royal National Lifeboat Institution

RNLI VIDEOS
FOR SALE

CALL OUT £6.99 inc P&P
Aimed at a general audience

LAUNCH! £5.99 inc P&P
For older children

LIFEBOATS £5.99 inc P&P
For younger children

SAVED BY A MOTOR
LIFEBOAT

£10.00 inc P&P
Complete this coupon and post to THE VIDEO FACTORY, GROVE HOUSE,
MILBURN ROAD, BOURNEMOUTH BH4 9HJ with cheque made payable
to 'RNLI ENTERPRISES LIMITED'.
NAM1- ADDRESS

..DAYTIME PHONE NO..
'-I



The Lifeboat SMALL AD!

LIFEBOAT EMBROIDERY
QUALITY EMBROIDERED
GARMENTS SUPPLIED TO

STATIONS AND GUILDS
THROUGHOUT THE BRITISH

ISLES, REPUBLIC OF IRELAND
AND HOLLAND.

LOGOS AVAILABLE:
D CLASS, ATLANTIC 75, TRENT,
MERSEY & THE FLAG. STATION
AND GUILD PERSONALISATION.

FOR BROCHURE PLEASE
CONTACT: HARRY - THREADS

EMBROIDERY - PHONE/FAX
(01952)812492

Sea Songs and Shanties
from fishermen and sailors on cassette k CD.

Send an A5 s.a.e. for our catalogue. Veteran Mail Order,
44 Old St., Haughley, Slowmarto, Suffolk IPH 3NX

BINOCULARS
We are the UK's leading supplier of

MARINE BINOCULARS. Over 20 different
types of 7x50 available, with or without
compass. Extensive range of general

purpose binoculars also available.
REPAIR SERVICE - using latest

equipment for accurate collimation and
speed of service.

FUJINON
The professional choice for optical marine

equipment -
7X50FMTR-SX - 95% light transmission,
flat field. The ultimate marine binocular.

STARSCOPE - image intensifier -
compact design, fully waterproof.

Gyro-stabilised binoculars.
High powered observation binoculars.

For expert advice/brochure Tel 01291
689858, Fax 01291 689834 or write to

MONK OPTICS, Wye Valley
Observatory, The Old School,

Brockwelr, Chepstow NP6 7NW

Memorabilia: Rare opportunity to
purchase Limited Edition No.236 GOLD &

SILVER LIFEBOAT BOWL, (one of the
RNLI's 150th Anniversary Commemorative
Bowls). Mint condition with authenticating

booklet signed by Nigel Dixon, and in
original presentation case as new. Tel. or

fax realistic offers to 101763) 260332

Local SUSSEX UFO sightings
experiences welcomed in stric
confidence. Please contact John
Clarke, Quest Internationa
investigator (ret'd. Flying Officer
Police Officer) Tel: (01273) 777789

COLLECT TONER
CARTRIDGES FOR CASH
Empty toner cartridges lor laser printer and pho
locopiers are being dumped by the millions
We pay £3 per cartridge to you or other chosen
beneficiary.
Our remanufactured toner cartridges offer sav
ings of 50% • fully guaranteed.

Tel. Greenman Toner Service Co. Ltd.
01372 748550

THE U L T I M A T E IN R E P L I C A S
B Y B R I A N W I L L I A M S

One of the world's leading minature
model specialists.

OLD SAILING SHIPS

BARQUES

SCHOONERS

TRAWLERS

/i created to individual commission and supplied
with its certificate of Authenticity & Scale

West Rock, The Cleave, Kingsand, Torpoint,
Cornwall PI.10 INK Tel. (01752) 822638

Longcase Clocks
all in solid hardwood

Heirloom?

Classical
timepiece?

Cherished
companion?

T J Ellcock, Classical Timepieces and Furniture
31 Military Road
Royal Harbour
Ramsgate
KentCT119LC Tel (01843) 589003

WINDMASTER

NAUTICAL BINOCULARS
Waterproof, suitable for all marine uses.

ZE1SS, FUJINON, STE1NER, SWIFT DOCTER OPTIC.

* NIGHT VISION EQUIPTMENt *

* NIGHT TRACKER SPOTLIGHTS »
For your "FREE" brouchure contact

P.O. Box No. 184, Banbury, Oxon, 0X16 9RT, UK
Telephone: (01295) 264365

THE
WORLD'S
SMALLEST

WIND
SPEED

INDICATOR

£29.95
* Robust and

shock resistant

* Undamaged by

* Lightweight pocket sized 25 grams (1 oz.) wt.,
5.5cm (2'A") diam. * Sensitive accurate readout in

Beaufort, m.p.h., knots and metres/sec.
* Complete with neck lanyard

From the best chandlers or add £1.50 p&p for
1 st class recorded despatch from:
YACHTING INSTRUMENTS LTD., BOATING DEPT.,
MAPPOWDER, STURMINSTER NEWTON, DT102EH.
Tel: 01258 817 662; Fax: 01258 817 829
Access and Visa welcome. ® Reg. Trade Mark

WEATHER INSTRUMENTS
Barometers, barographs, raingauges,
frost predictors, hygrometers and
thermometers. Also an inexpensive
range of remote sensing instruments
for wind, rain and temperature.
All available by post. Full colour
brochure and price list from: Met-Check,
Depl. O.L., PO Box 284,
Bletchley Milton Revues, MK17 OQD
Telephone 01296 712354 (24 hours)

REGIMENTAL TIES
Also Club, Company Promotional Ties, Blazer
Badges & Buttons, Cuff Links, Hand Painted

Heraldic Shields/Car Badges, Medal Mounting
also miniatures, Regimental Walking Sticks.

Send SAE for enquiries.
RADNOR LTD, 39 Thames Street, Windsor,

Berks SL4 1PR. Tel (01753) 863982

Barometers & Barographs
Restored by experienced craftsmen incl.
Negretti & Zambra and other famous

makes. Collection point Central London.
Russell Scientific Instruments, Rash's
Green, Dereham, Norfolk NR19 1JG.

Tel. (01362) 693481

WEATHER
DatulosiiK

tPricesfrom
\only £199
\WINDSPEED

& DIRECTION

Features (dependent on model)
* WIND SPEED & DIRECTION
* ELEGANT MAHOGAW CABINET (choice of light or dark)
* BAROMETRIC PRESSURE * OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE
* HUMIDITY & DEW POINT with MIN & MAX -C&F
* RAINFALL
* SUNSHINE Mrs.
* 12-24Vor MAINS

Send for colour
brochure now to -

R&D
ELECTRONICS

Tel. (01843) 866662
Fax. (01843) 866663

* COMPUTER INTERFACE

Beaufort House, Percy Ave, Kingsgate Broadstairs, Kent. CT10 3LB

ACTIUNUPTICS
The Binocular repair specialists

since 1963.
Free estimates and realistic prices.
Over 200 s/h & 100 new binoculars

in stock. Send SAE for price list.
ACTION OPTICS, 2 Old Hill, Averting,
Tetbury, Glos GL8 8NR. Tel 0145 383 3738.

Renovation and repair of all types of
meteorological instruments to

Met. Office standards
• Mercury and aneroid instruments
• Approved to service and supply

spares for Negretti 8c Zambra
instruments

• Charts, pens, ink
• Display barographs available,

produced in the traditional style

W. J. Read
49 Old Vicarage Park, Narborough,

Kings Lynn, Norfolk PE32 1TH
Phone (01760) 337801

A SERVICE

FOR THOSE WITH

RELATIVES AND

FRIENDS

OVERSEAS

If you wish ro exchange video tapes with countries
who have different TV standards, we offer a rapid
conversion service.
Our very compelitive charges arc based on Ihe running
time of the recording and start at £15 for one hour.

| We also transfer cine film, slides and photographs
video.
Manor Vision, Morcott, Rutland, LE15 9DG

Tel: 01572 747666 ,

A

Best for Design & Value '
THE ROPE & WEED I
CUTTER which is So I
very easy to install.

(01622) 727973 | MEI1.9EE J J

Lighthouses. All you need to
know about these unique

buildings and their history is
contained in <Leading Lights>.
Get your copy by sending £4.00

to: Haven Lightship (LB),
Milford Marina, Milford Haven,

Pembrokeshire SA73 3AF

TIME AND TIDE at your
TIDEMASTER®
PILOT
• Quartz accuracy
• Guaranteed
working depth 75ft
• Clear luminised
hands and batons
• Automatic
calendar
• Quick set
date change
• Tide bezel'
monitors tidal state
• Centre second sweep
hand with red tip
All this for only

£39.95 me VAT I
All Ihe best chandlers or I
add£1 50 for 1st class recorded despatch from

YACHTING INSTRUMENTS LIMITED
BOATING DEPARTMENT, MAPPOWDER

STURMINSTER NEWTON. DORSET DT10 2EH
Tel: 01258 817662 Fax 01258 817829

® Registered Trademark © Copyright

TERESA II
1913 ALBERT STRANGE GAFFRIGGED
YAWL, SUBSTANTIALLY RESTORED AND
NOW IN CRUISING CONDITION. NEW
YANMAfi 12HP ENGINE. A CLASSIC
CRUISER.

OFFERS INVITED
TEL: (01228) 27615

BACK PAIN RELIEF
Is your back crying out for Posture Curve?

Designed by a doctor, it's lightweight, unobtrusive,

portable and maintains the natural curve of the spine.

Try Posture Curve for 2 weeks wherever you sit, and

feel the relief... if not, we'll refund your money.

FREE COLOUR BROCHURE FROM:
POSTURE PRODUCTS LTD P.O. BOX 31,

EXMOUTH, DEVON EX8 2YT

TEL: (01395) 224455 FAX: (01395) 222515



Oil the 125th Anniversary
of the most legendary clipper ship of all time...

The National Maritime Historical Society Sponsors

'• î

1

i•
I . \\jif-

THE MARITIME HOURU'-ASL

i

Shown smaller than actual si:e of approximately

11" (27.9 cm) in height including KI-.C.

THE CUTTY SARK ANNIVERSARY

MARITIME HOURGLASS
She earned Listing fame .is the greyhound of the sea. Built
and rigged for speed, she made the run between England
and Aus t r a l i a in record time. Today, she rests in
permanent dry dock in Greenwich, London.

Now, on the 125th Anniversary of the launch of the
fabled Cutty Sark, the National Mari t ime Historical
Society sponsors a powerful tribute to the most famous
clipper ship of them all.

THE CUTTY SARK ANNIVERSARY MARITIME
HOURGLASS. An authentic, fully functional reproduction
of an actual 19th-century nautical timepiece.
The crystal-like hourglass holds a half-hour's measure of
sand, and is embellished wi th the signs of the Zodiac.
Each aglow in the brilliance of 22 carat gold plating.

The specially designed housing is plated with 22 carat
gold and elaborately decorated wi th the t radi t ional
navigational compass, displaying Id directional points.
The entire housing is attached to a gimbaled frame that
permits the hourglass to be turned with case.

Evoking the romance of life on the high seas, this
extraordinary1 showpiece will add a dramatic touch to any
room or setting. The price, jus t £ l l > 5 , is payable in
convenient monthly instalments. Wood display base is
included with the hourglass.

SATBFAC RON GUARANTEED
If you wish to re turn any
Franklin Mint purchase, you
may do so within 30 days of
your receipt of that purchase
for replacement, credit or
refund.The hourglass housing

is surmounted by a handsome

fish-shaped finial, richly

plated with 22 carat gold.

61997 Franklin Mint Limited.
1 South Quay Plaza, London EI4 9WS.
Company registered in
England No. 357382.

Please post by 30th November, 1997.

The National Maritime Historical Society
c/o Franklin Mint Limited,

FREEPOST (LON 6197), London E14 9BR.
Or telephone FREE of charge on 0800 567 900.

(Quote ref: GB-16559-00004-001)

Please accept my order for The Cutty Sark Anniversary Maritime

Hourglass.
I need SEND NO MONEY NOW. Prior to despatch, 1 will be

invoiced for an initial pavment of £19.50, and, after despatch, for the

balance in nine equal monthly instalments of £19.50 each.

SK.NATI K l
Al orders are subject to acceptance by FranMn Mnt UrrMed.

MK \ IK- MI-
PLEASE PRUT CLEARLY

ADDRESS .

I X M U ' P I TEL NO. _
GB-16559-00004-001



MARTELL

The spirit of Tradition
Michel Martell, the seventh
generation of the Martell family to
head this prestigious company,
founded in 1715, was in England
when the announcement was made
to phase out the traditional Naval
rum ration in 1970. This included
the provision of rum to Lifeboats
"on service".

Being a lover of tradition and a
keen yachtsman, he spontaneously
offered to provide the RNLI with
Martell Cognac.

The Lifeboats have carried Martell
ever since for use "on service".

Martell & Co. and their
U.K. distributor The
House of Seagram
are proud of this
link and look for-
ward to develop-
ing further their
long standing
relationship with
the RNLI

MARTELL

MARTELL
^=C O G N A C =

The House of Seagram,
Pinnacle House, 17 Hartfield Road,

London SW19 3SE
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